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INTRODUCTION

.

The Pennsylvania Retrieval of Information for Mathematics Education
System has been-establiihed by the Department of Educattion to assist educators
in curriculum development, implementation and evaluation in elementary school
mathematics.

' System

PRIMES is an information storage and retrieval system that uses com-
puter technology. ,A comprehensive data base of analytical information about
curriculum materials for school mathematics (grades K-8) has been stored in
the computer and can be retrieved to meet the specifications of local school
districts. Included in the data base is information about textbooks, achievement
test's, curriculdm practices, audio-visual materials and manipulative devices. Two
models for individualization of instruction--fleiible grouping and instructional
kits--using the system's resources have been field tested.

The goals of PRIMES are:,...

\40!.

1. To develop andMaintain a data base of instruction and
evaluation materials in, elementary schpol mathematics.

.kve

2. To assist mathemdtica committees of local school-districts
in systematic pqrrictilum development:

3. To effect change, in clastroom instruction by implementing
the curriculum documents producedby the committees.

4. To develop teacherladminisprator competencies in curriculum
development, instruction andfevaluation activities through
system-related in-service workshops and graduate courses.

5. To develop.and implement classroom models for individualization
of- instruction.

The data'bese is created by analyzing or classifying the instruction
and evaluation materials using three analysis tools--a list of mathematics con-.
cepts and skills, Mathematics Content Authority List; a list of behavioral obj-
ectives, Behaitora Objectives Authority List and a list of mathematical terms,
Vocabulary' Authority List.
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Services

The three authority lists1--CAL, BOAL,'IlAL--are used by local school

districts in accessing the data base for decision making in curriculum, in-
struction and evaluation. School districts receiving services are assigned a
consultant who trains the Committee members in using a set of curriculum pro-
cedures manuals. Services are, available at regional centers or the Department
of Education. ,"

The system enables aschoo/ district ,to evaluate its .current cur-
riculum based on concepts and skills and performance objectives. considered to

have highest priority by its committee. The committee, again setting its own
priorities, can construct a scope and sequence, select textbooks, manipulative
devices, audio-visual and test materials, develop a,teaching/reference guide
and determine the relatiOnshiP of'standardized tests to its curriculum. JRIMES
can also be applied to designating an individualized instructional program for
Open education' geared to what each ,child knows and needs to learn.

CcintentAuthorityLiSt

The Mathematics Content Authority fist Is a list ofomathematics
concepts that may be taught in the school mathematics curriculum, 1C=8.

About 450 concepts have been,identified and organized in outline form
under eight major,topics. A four-digit code has been assigned to each
content for use Oith the computer.

The CAL has been used e xtensively,since 1965 by trained analysts
and this'editionrrporates those suggestions which the editors approved.

.

_ the Me#hemaicialContent'Authority Liat(abridged) contains only
concepts and.. the code nuMbers;_ the unabridged version includes definitions,
explinations anti examples.. -

. The numbers in parentheses following selected concepts are references
to other concepts that maybe relevant.

. .
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TOPIC I:

Number Systems

Whole Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

Definition: set of whole numbers 0010

Developing cardinal number sense

Cardinal n`piber expresses the maryness of a set; it tells
how many 11tments are in a set.

Ex. N{a,b,c, = 4 Ex. N{ } = 0

A. Developing cardinal number zero
(See 4070, 3060)

I

B. Developing cardinaloumbers one through ten
(See 3060, 0060)1t

.0020.

0030

C. Developing cardinal 546pers beyond ten 0035
(See 3070, 0060)

Developing ordinal number sense ,

. 0040
(See 0075)

An ordinal number indicates the position of an item in a
sequence of items in contrast to a cardinal number which
tells how many items are in a set.

Ex. first, second, third; 4 o'clock (indicating the hour
in a sequence of hours)

1

'V"



Whole Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

0050 Associating the idea of number with the number line (one-to-one

0060

correspondence)

(See 4010)

A one-to-one correspondence is said lirexist between two sets
A and B if every member of set A can be paired with a member
of set B and every member of set B can be paired with a member
of set A.

Ex. <

0 1 2 3 4

Each number on the number line corresponds to one point on
the line or each number is paired with one point on the line.

,Counting to find cardinal number of set (one-to-one correspondence)
(See 0030, 0035, 4010)

Cardinal number - See page 1.

One-to-one correspondence - See 0050

Ex. 3, 4 }

4).

0070 Ordinal counting

Ordinal number --See 0040

Ex.

441
first second third fourth

0075 Sequence of numbers increasing by one
,(See 0040, 7090)

Ex. '1,2,3,
14,15,16,17,

2

11



Whole Numbers

BASIC- CONCEPTS'

Skip counting

(See 7000, 7055, 7090, 0380)

Ex. 2,4,6,8,...; 5,8,11,14,.....

Other counting: baCkward, rote, etc.

Ex. Backward:

Rote: 1,2;3,4,5; I caught a hare alive.
6,7,8,9,10; I let him go again.

0080

0090

Ordering numbei.g as greater than, less than, equal to or not equal , 0100
to, and between; and objects as fewer than or more th4n

(See 4010, 4030)

Ex. 7 > 2 ; 5 < 9 ; 3 + 1 = 4; 2 ;c 7 0 15

7 apples are more tkan 5 apples.

A dog(has fewer eyes than legs.

Trichotomy property

If a and b are whole numbers, thRnsne and only one of the 0101
followingistatepents is true: a--sb, a = b, b > a.

Ex. /If x 0 3, then x> 3 or x < 3.

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

Basic concepts

A. Addition, a binary operation

A binary operation is an o eration on two and only two
elements in a set to oduce a third element belonging
to the set.

The binary operation of addition combines two numbefs to
obtain a unique result.

Ex. 2 + 3 = 5 The number 2 and the number 3 are combined.
to obtain the number 5.

'0110
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Whole Nurnbees

0120 OPERATIONS: ADDITION

B. Addition developed by using the union of disjoint sets or joining
Kaction

(See 4093)

Disjoint sets are sets which have no elements in common.

Ex.

-14L ,O, } and fl, 6_} are disjoin6 ets

The union of two disjoint sets forms a new get.

Ex.

-1030, Q} u { nig} =

Adding the numbers of two sets gives the.number of,the union
of the sets.

Ex.

/0130C. Agdition developed by'us,ing the number line

4

,O)D} N 41= N '

3 + 2 =.5 (adding the cardinal numbers of the sets).

Ex.
3 4

>
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3 + 4 7

0140 D. Closure, a property, Of additjon .

binary operation with numbers such that the resulting
number is aUtays a member of the set being considered is
said to be closed under that operation.(

4
13
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Whole Num

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

Since for every pair of numbers in a set of whole numbers,
the unique sum is also in thlt set, closure is a property
of addition of whole numbers.

Ex. A = {0,1,2,3,4.},ihe set of whole numbers

6 + 99 = 105
6 , 99 and 105 are all memberl of set A.

Ex. B

3 + 5.= 8, but
Cloiure is not

}, the set of odd wholenumbers

8 is not in set B.

a property of addition of odd numbers.

'onatat4vity, a property of addi-eion

Commutativity is another term for the commutative property.

et
A binary operation is said-to possess commutativtiy if the
result of combining two elements is independent of the order.

The commutative property is someimes called the order
property.

Ex. The operation of addition of whole numbers possesses
commutativity since

2 + 3= 3+ 2 = 5

,.,a+b=L+ a

F. Associativity, a property of addition
.

Associativity is another name fox the associative property.

An operation 'is tolossess associativity if "the result '

of.combining three elements by this operation is independent
of the way in'which the elements are grouped. -.

'I
'

The associativie property 4s sometimes called the grouping
pr9pitrtr.

d
5

,

0150
,

03,60



Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

-- associative.

Ex. Theoperation of addition of whole numbers is

5 + 2 + 1 = (5 + 2)

7

+ 1

+ 1

=

=

=

5

5

+ (2

+

8

+ 1)

3

Ex. a + b + c = (2 + b) + c = a + (b + c)

0170 G. Zero, the identity element in addition

The identity element in addition ls,the number which when
added to any number leaves that number unchanged.

0 is the identity element for additidt.

'46,3 + 0 = 0+ 3 = 3

Ex. n + 0 = O+ n = n

0.180 H. Role of one in addition

0190

When -1 is added to a whole number the sum is the next
greater whole number.

Ex. 23 + 1 = 24 102 + 1 = 103

Computation: two addends

A. Elementary facts of addition

An elementary (basic) fact of admen has two whole number'
addends, each less than ten, and their sum.

Ex. 6 41- 7 -

1
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OFERATIONSALTION

B. Multi-digits used in addition without renaming
(See 3010)

Whole Numbers

Renaming in addition means considering ones as ones and tens,
or tens as tens and hundreds, etc.

Ex. 213
.

+ 142

355

No renaming is necessary. See 0210 for an example
using renaming (in some texts called regrouping or
carrying in addition).

f

C. Multi-digits used in addition with renaming
(See 3010)

Ex. 337 = 300 + 30 + 7

t 184 = 100 + 80+ 4
400 + 110 + 11

400 + 110 +
c 400 + (100 + 10) + ('10 -+ 1)

(400 + 100) + (10 + 10) + 1 = 521

The 11 ones are renamed as 1 ten and 1 one. The 11 tens
are renamed as 1 hundred and 1 ten. The tens are com-
bined and the hundreds are combined giving 521.

Computation: more than two addend

= A. Single digits used in addi;ion without renaming

Ex. 3

2 5 + 6 + 4 = ?
+4

3 + 2 + 4 does not use renaming since neither 5 + 4 nor
6 + 3 uses renaming. 5 + 6 + 4 does not use renaming
since in neither 11 + 4 nor 5 + 10 do the ones need renamed.

7 '16

S.

0200

0210,

0223.



Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

0225 B. Single digits used in additiOn with renaming

When the addition fact used is greater than 9 + 9 renaming
-will be needed.

E. .8
9

5

3

Adding down 17 + 5 will use renaming even though'addition may
be done by considering the ending for the basic fact 7 ± 5.
That is, 12 will'be renamed as 1 ten and 2 ones.

0227 C. Multi - digits used in addition without renaming
(See 3010)

Ex. 213 313
141 241

+ 234 + 631
588 1185

The ones do not n d to be renamed as tens and ones.
The tens do not nee to be renamed as hundreds and
tens.

0229 Multi - digits used in addition with renaming
(See 3 10)

Ex. 427
356

+ 485
1268

la ones must be considered as.1 ten and 8 ones, 16 tens
as 1 hundred and 6 tens, etc.

0230 Historical algorithms.

Ex. The scratch method

66 367 + 298 = 665

$$5
367 The sum is-recorded above the problem. Com-
298 putation is done from left to right, scratching

out each partial sum as it is changed.

8



04RATIONS: ADDITION

Use of.adifition tables

..

, .4_,..
., .,

: .s.

Ex. 0041ete. the &jai on table
,
7,

..

. r
4' , 4
+

,,

ci''
4.4;

1
-i. ,.

3
',.

4' 5 .

0 Q. 2 . 4

1 1.. .2 :4..
-.

2
r.

2.

3 3 ..4

4

5 5 , 6. ..). 4

Ex. Complete, the'addOion'tablel

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

Basic concepts

A. Subtraction., a biary operation

Binary operation - Sep 0110

9 .71..8
.

'

Whole Numbers

... Iv 4:1.4

C

0231

-,

- .

0240
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s

WholeNurribeis'

.."0260

0270

44.

1'

Y

OPERATIONS:. SUBTRACTION

'B. Subtraction develOped in. relation to subsets
(See 40§0. .

Ex. PennieS

or separatinqa.ction ,

I

Separate one penny from the set of five pennies.

5.- 1

G. *Subtrictiop.den_loped from number line

Ex,. -s

0 / 2 3 4 5 6

5- 3

Subtractiori; the inverse of addition (relationship of addition
and subtraction)

An inverse operation is one which undOes another ope-ration
standirt is 'the 'inverse of sitting and sitting is the
inverse of standing.

Subtraction is the inv.erse.t-of
.
addition..

Ex. ,8 + 3 a 11 and 11 - 3 = 8

Adding the number 3 ço- the numbe 8 gives the sum 11.
.

(8 +-3 .; 11). . ,.
.,- - . .

Subtracting the number 3 from the.sutii 11 gives the i

.

,

missing addend 8 (11.- 3 = 8). .

.

.77&813.

0.

Role of -zero. in.subtrattion

, t
-Zero-is the right -hand identity element for stibtraction.

-EX. 8 - 0, 8 n n
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'a

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION
.

Any number subtiactedfrom itself is zero..,

Ex. 8 - 1r= 0 n n
.,,

Whgle-Numbers

; .

F. Nonctosure, noncommutativity, nonasociativity of
of,whole,numbers

Closure - See 0140
Coinmutativity - See 0150
Associativity = 'See '0160

,

subtraction

If A {0,1,2-,3,4-,,,}.and the opration is subtraction,
then closure. is not a property,of the operation..

.

Ex.- 3 -. 8 = -5 but -5 is not a metber of set A.'

Cominutativity is not a property of, subtractiOn.

i?
7 - 3 3 -t 4 -# -4

,
- .

Associativity is. not a ,propeity .of tibtritction.. c.

Ex.' (9 - 2) 1 0.9 - (2 -.since' 7 7. t 9 '-

G. Role .of one 'ix s,ubtr:a9tiOn
...

. .

Subtracting 1 from,-atwho,le number; gives the next 'lesser,
number.

.

.

Ex. 7 - 1 6 t 36 - = 35. .-

Computation

A. Elementary facts of Subtraction

An slementary. (basic) fact of subtraction has 12..k) whole
number 'addends each less than, ten.

, "-

20
11

A.

.

-0290-?

. 0300 .

'0310
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0331'

WhOie 'Numbers

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACIIIOk

Ex. 16 - 9 -7
.16 -011 7

16 =9k

16 -9 .n
The addends 9 and 7 are both' less than 10.

B. "Mufti- digits. used in .Ubtaction without renaming
. .

. . "
....Rena:fain in :iubtra;tion means to consider 1 ten as 10 ones
dr one hundred as 10 terns, etc.

47
23 No renaming is necessary.*

24

Multi - digits used in ubtraction. with renaming
(See' 3Q10) . .*

-Ex." 52 5 tens and 2 ones
-'.25 and 12 ones.

I
then 40 + 12

- (20 _+ 5)

'20 + 7 or 27

' may be renamed as

'Historical algorithms

Ex. The scratch method:

13 "3/7 -.189 138
/48 , .

327 The answer is: written above
189 Computation is done from Left

numerals are s'cratched' out as
is done. W.

4 tens

$

tyke problem.
to right and
"borrowing"



Whole r8tumbers

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Bas4c concepts

A. Multiplication, a binary operation 0340

Binary operation - See 0110

B. Multiplication developed from union of two oraore equivalent
sets

Ex.

Two sets of 4 are equivalent to one set of 8.
.&c. 4's are 8.

x 4 = 8

0350

C. Multiplication developed'from array's . 0360

An array.is an orderlyarrangemTit of objects in rows and
columns.

Ex.

Ex.

Three 4's are lr 3 x,4 = 12

Four 3's are 12 or 4 x 3 = 12
.

13..

ti

.t
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Wilde Numbers

OPERATIONS: 'MULTIPLICATION

0370 D. Multiplication developed from the number line

Ex.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Three 2's are 6.

3 x 2 = 6

0380 E. Multiplication developed as repeated addition
(See 0080)I
Ex. 4 + 4 + 4 7 12

The sum of three 4's is 12. t
3 x 4 = 12

0390 F. Multiplication developed prom Cartesian- product sets

Cartesialeproductaets - See 4160

Ex.

I

I e

How many' dotsin column a? in column b? Connect each dot
in a with every dot in b. How many line segments,, did you
draw? (6)

The first dot in column a is connected with 3 dots in column
b by 3 different line segments. The second dot in column a
is connected to the same 3 dots in column b by -3 different.
'line segments. Together the dots are connetald by 2 x 3 or
6 lines.

0400 G. Closure, a property of multiplication

Closure - See 0140

14

- I
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Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Ex. 12 x 25 = 300

12, 25 and 300 are all numbers in the set of whole
numbers.

H. Commutativity, a property of multiplication 0410

commutativity - See 0150

The product is independent of the order of the factors.

Ex. 2 x3 3 x 2 = 6

Ex. a x-b= b x a

1. AssoCiativity, a property of multiplication ' 0420

Associativity - See 0160

The product is independent of the way in which the'factors
are associated. #.\\

Ex. .3 x 2 x 1 = (3 x 2) x 1 = 3 k (2 x 1)

E. ax.bxc= CaxbYxc=ax.(b.x c)

J., Distributivity,4 property of multiplication over addition or 0430 ,
. subtraction

*:

Distributivity is, another nime for the distributive property.

Multiplication is distributive overaddition or subtraction.

Ex; '4 x (3 -I- 2) = (4 x,3) (4,x 2)
4 .x 5 = 12 '8 ,

20 = 20

Ex. 4x (3 - 1) = (4 x 3) - (4 x 1)
4 = 12 - 4

8 1,3 - a

Ex. a x (b c) =.ab ac



,Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

0440 K. One, the identity element in multiplication

r-
Identity element - See 0170

P

One is the identity element for multiplication because
multiplying a number by one leaves drat number unchanged.

%

Ex. 5 x 1 = 1 x 5 = 3

Ex. 1 x 3 = 3 x 1 = 3

Ex. nx1=lxn=, n

0450 L. Property of ;era in multiplication

fly number times zero equals zero.

Ex. 5x0 = Ox5 = 0

Ex. nx0=Oxn= 0

Computation: two factors

.-,0460 A. Elementary facts df,muTtiplfCatton

0470

An" elementary (basic) fact of palltiplication has twoupiigle
number factors, each less than ten, and their product.

Ex. 5 x 7 = 35

6. Mult -digits used in multiplication.without renaming

Renaming in multiplication,means considering ones as tens
and one,s, tens as hundreds and tens, etc.

Ex. 32 42
x 3 x 3

96 '126

There is no need to consider ones as t s and ones nor tens
as hundreds and tens;

16
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Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION ,

re

C. Multi-digits used in multiplication with renaming 0480

Ex. .45
x 7

315

40 + 5, ,

x 7

280 + 35 =

280 +, (34 + 5) =

(280 + 30) + 5 = 310 + 5 = 315

Note, that 35 was considered as 3 tens + 5ones. 3 tens were
then added to 28 tens..

Computation; more than two factors

A. Multiplic tkTon, with more than two factors, without renaming

VA.

Only elementary facts are used.

Ex. 2 x3:X:41

Ex. 2 x 30x 9 l

Ex. 1 x 2 x 3.x 4

0490

B. MultipliCation with more than two factors, with renaming, 0500

Ex. 6 x 3 x 9 = (6 x 3) x 9 = 6 x (3 x 9)

, 18 x 9 = 6 x 27

y162 = 162

When 8 is multiplied by 9 the 72 must be considtred as 7 fens
and 2 ones and 7 tend combined with 9 tens; or when 7 is
multiplied by 6 the 42 must be considered as 4 tens and 2
ones and the 4 tens added to 12 tens.

17



Whole Numbers
;.1.

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Computation

0510 A. Multiples of ten as a factor

Multiples of 10 are numbers which have a factor. o8 10 Auch
as 10, 20,

Ex. 12
x 10

60, 120.

13
x20

25

x 60
120 260 150D

B. A power of ten..as a factor

Numbers'such as 102, 103, 10, etc., Are whole number
powers of 10.

Ex. 100 x 15 = 1,500

Ex. 1000 x 23,= 23,000

= 102)

(1000 = 103)

0520 C. A number expressed in exponential form as a factor
(See 3120)

0521

An exponent is a small numeral written above and to the right
of a base numeral. When the exponent is a whole number it
shows how many times the base is used as a factor.

Ex. 43 x5 =4x 4 x4 x5

Ex. a2 x a3 = a2+3 = a5

Ex. 62 x 63 = 65

Ex. 81 x 3a = 34 x 33 = 37

Ex. 92 x 33 = 32 x 32 x 33 = 37

HistoriCal;allorithms

Ex. "Peasant multiplication" is a method of multiplying by
halving,the multiplier (ignoring the remainder, if any)
and doubling the multiplicand. Results are written in
two columns, and any row with an even number on the left
is crossed 7ut. The total of the right hand column is
the answer.

18



OPERATIONS:

,/

NT

MULTIPLICATION *

*-

Multiply: 52 x 23

23 52
11 104'
5 208
2 416
1 832

Whole Numbers "

1196 (answer)
)

This iethod is based on the'binaky system.

. Ex. The grid or grating method of multiplying

Multiply:. 58 x 327,- .

3 2
.

7

8

9 6 .6

The-produC% is 18,966.

Use of multiplication tables

4

Ex. Complete the chart

1 2 3 4 5

1 1

2

3 6

4

5

19 (.08

ti

I

0522

4



Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Ex. Use a multiplication table to fiTd the answers to these
problems:

3 x 8.

2 x5 =

OPERATIONS: DIVISION

Basic concepts

0530 "A. Division, a binary operation

Binary operation,,- See 0110

0540 . B: Oivisionileveloped from partitioning into equivalent-sett
.(See 4060)

Ex.

. _

'.How many sets of 3 objects each can be-formed from 6 objects
or if six objects are separated into two equivalent'sets how

ti large.will each set be?

0554 C. Division developed as successive subtraction,'

ti

k

Ex. -12

- 4

-4
4

_4
0

In the total operation .4 was subtracted 3 times' with no
remainder. There are three 4's in 12; 12 4 3.

04,

c .

(-4., 9
,20

:"



Whole Numbers

0 MATIONS: DIVISION

D. pivision developed from arrays',

:Arrays - See 0360

Ex.

If an array. of '8 members is arran$48.with 4 to a row,: how
many rows will there be? 8 4 = 2; or if an array of 8
members is arranged in.2 rows, how many items will be in
each row? 8 2 = 4,'

E. Division develoPed,.from the number line.

gic.

fr---'N(T.--,\
At i: i t s .1 1..1

..
'-'-.0 '1 2 3 4, ,5'**6- 7

..

How any 3'.s are there in 6?
.(

6 ÷ 3. 2-
4 .

F.' Division, the, inverse of muftiplication.,

Inverse - See 0270

Ex. If 4 x 12'

then 122: 4 0 (that same number)

G. Distrtbutivity qf division over addition or subtraction

Ex. (4 + 8) = 2 = (4'÷ 2) + (8 2)
'.12 2 6 and 2 + 4 6

Ex. (8 - 2) ÷ = (8 2) - (2 2)
6 ÷ 2 = 3 and ir - 1 =,3

)

distributivity of division over. addition or subtraction
holds only when the operation of addition or. subtraction
precedes the division.

21 M 30

4

0555

0560'

:

.

0570'

0575

.



Vitwie Numbers

OPERATIONS: DIVISION

0580 H. Role of one in division

Ex. 12 4- 1 = 12; n 1 = n

,c is the right -hand identity element for division.

Ex. 12 4. 12 = 1; n n = 1

Any numbeeexcept 0 divided byitself isl.

0590 I. Zero not a divisor

-43

What number could equal a nutber'divided'bY zero?

6

=? Could b; = 0?

tit

Since division is the inverse ofmultiplication then p x 0
Would have to equal 6. This we know is,not true. No number
times 0 will equal 6 and no number times 0 will,equal n.
Therefore, division by zero is an undefined operation.'

0600 J. Nonclosure, noncommytativity, nonassociativity of division

Closure - See 0140
COmmutativity -.See 0150
Associativity - See 0160. ."

Ex: If A = 11,2,4,7..1 and the *operation is division, then:

closure Is not.a property of division since 3 = 12 = 1/4,
4 is not a member of set A.

commutativity is not a property of division since.'
12 + 3 0 3 4. 12 as'4 4. .

associativity is not a property of division since
(24 + 8)

3

4

1
2 0
2 0

-3i 0

24

24

6

+ ( 4.
4- 4-

2)

22



OPERATIONS: DIVISIONo

Whole ,Numbers

Cbmputation

A. Elementary facts of, ,division

In elementary (lasi'c) facts of division, loth the known
factor (divisor) and unknown factor (quotient) are whole
nimibert each less than ten. .

Ex, 8
.4)32 or 32 4 4 =

0610

P.
B. Division: known.factor (divisor) less than ten, product 0620

diyidend) not'renamed; no remainder
. .

1

nu4:di4ide4dlinotrenaMid if each digital value in the
dividend. -4..a multiple of the divisor.

..
1234 t! ... 312
2),ti682 la477. ,):1!).124.8%. .

t' ..;

f..

.. .,
.°:. h:visTion; ..'-ic.n.4;nr:fait43ic tdrVii4)::)es-s,..--than ten, proLduct

,...,, Ni vidend1:pfli renamedA remaltifttir s:- ...'
,

.,.-,

r.2 8 r 1-
4347-

s.

Dtvision:" known factor (climis'afi) .less than in ,product 0640.
(dividendl renamed; 00, remainder r `-

0630

v.

32
8)256,-

,

The dividend is. rerfamed as $.,,teo c1" § one.4 an
tens-,-and-16

. ,:.> -
Di vi si on: knoWn factor .(divis0)--tess ;than. ten % pr Oduct
(dividend) 'renamed; reniainder .

44

. 12
8)257

:A

The dividend is renamed' At .25 Sena .and 7 ones.. .hid then
as"24',tens and 17ones. .

4r ...

-n.- '

f

C.

, .

1.
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Whole Ntimbers '.

OPER4TIONS:' DIVISION .

0660 F. Division by ten or greater numbers

Ex. '3 21 . 178 r 33
10)30 26)546 296)52721

0.665 G. Division by multiples of ten

Ex. 25 41 5
10)250 40)1640 30011500

Note: If a text develops division as
the same type division exercises will
as shown in 0640 will notpbe used.

The examples used in 0620,trough 0665

62 r 86
120)7526

a series of subtractions
be used though renaming

might be solved as

See 0620 -.

Ex. 121
;

,

See 0630 -,

Ex. ll'r 2

See 0650 -

Ex., 32 r 1
'1. 2

20 10 . 30
100 4) 46 8)257

4)484 40 240
6 '17

4 16

12 1
4

4

See 0660 -

Ex. 21
1'

20

26)546,

520',

26

26-

4.

See 0665

Ex. 25

5

20
10)250,

200-.

50
50

24

A



OPERATIONS: DIVISION

H. Division by powers of ten 0667

Whole Numbers

Ex. 263= 100 = 2 r 63

Ex. 4256 1000= 4 i 256

Ex. 5000 100 = 50

I. Division with numbers expressed in exponential.form
(See 3120)

Exponents - See 0520

Ex. 105 = 102 = 103.

Ex. 46 = 42 = 44

Use. code 0670 only when exponeats.andbases are positive"
integers.

Historical algorithms
, ...... .

Ex. The scratch or galley method .,
..J. ,- ....

.... .

The modern algorithm is gi3tAn*along with the galley
method: In the galley method,.dgits are crossed out
and .diffences Written above ritiher than below the
minuend. -}The digits of a given numeral are not
-necessarily .in the same row.

,

Divide 2631 by 37 Answer: 68 r415

6 6 68 68
37)2531

222
4

37)2531
222

37)2531
'222

37)2531
222---

311 311 311
296 296

15

31 31 0X5
37.2531 37 2$01 6 37 2.Y.$1 68 37 MA 68'

222 In 2226 22.20

29 10

425
.

0670
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Whole Numbers

OPERA.tIONS.

.

Combined operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication;
diYisiOn)

A. Two sequential operations

Ex. -4 + 8 +.2 =" ?

. -
Parentheses should, claiify such an example:

4 +(8+2) ='4 +'4 =a
..,(4 :-f 8) 4 2 = 12 +2 6

. ,

This., code should' not be used for examples such as:

Mb

,
a) 32 thougtCbOth multiplication .and addition

x are usedo
-

28)5656 though, division, multiplication and
Subtraction are uSqd.

. .', ..... A

Bi Morethan sequential'operations.

- A
See explanation 068p

,'Ex. (4 x 8) - 5 + (8 + 2

32 5-+ 4.: 31.,

0700 Raising to wide and finding - roots
(See 3120) 7.

...40.= .4 x4. x 4 P.!: 64

_

4

4

-Ex. A square root of 25 is 5.

. .

Note: 'whole numbers can be used in code 0700 .since"
thiS patt of the .mitfot. topic Whole Nunzber. .
See page 1.

.

4

The square:root of.:25 is not considered as 251/2. See 3120:

If thenotation.znot operiaon is being developed, code 3120.
,

1.

e:



Whole Numbers

OPERATIONS

Several operations in the same lesson

Note: If one or two operations predominate do not use
this code. Code the operations:

Moiv than two properties
. 0720

0710

Note: If one or two properties predominate, do not use
this code. Code the properties.

.:

27



TOPIC I: Number Systems

NON-NEGATIVE RATIONAL NUMBERS

Fractional Nuinbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

I

c.

1000 k Definition: set of-nonnegative rationals (fractional numbers)

A nonnegative rational number it a number that can be
expressed as the ratio of two whole numbers, provided
that the second number (the divisoi) is not zero.

Ex. 3 , a
when b # 0

Note: When nonnegative rational numbers are considered,
the term fractional number will be'used. When numerals
are considered, the term fraction will be 'bed in the
content list. /

1005 Developed in terms of basic operations
...

Ex. 4) 2
4 I

2
2(2) 4(?)3 2 (3) 3 (31 4 (3) 5 (-0

A
7

0
3.- 7 J

.4 1*
)

Name the points shown on the number Une'in order.

No-

ef.

o ' ?x2
5.

?x 2_
5) '

5,

5 x .
5

28

x5' ? x 7
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Fractional Numbers'

BASIC CONCEPTS

Developed from arrays or subsets

Ex.
4. ; 0 0 0

Note the array of four circles. How many are shaded?
When one out-of.four:iashaded.we say a of the circles
are shaded. Which numeral shows the: total number of
circlesf 'Which shows the circle shaded?

Ex .I {a,b} is a subset of{a,b,o}.

How many elements are in the first set?
How many elements are in the second set?

2
We say that 3 of the elements are in the subset.

Ex. Look at the set of figures.

A, A
,A A

A!0 A-

First see how many (equivalent). subsets are shown.
Second, note the f ction name that tells what part
of the whole set is shaded. (one-third)

DeVeloped as distances on the number line

Ex.

.4

0 1 .2

We can pair names for fractional numbers with points on the
number line. What is the name of a point halfway between
0 and' 1? Let us count by halves:

0 1 2 3 4

I" 2" I

29
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Fractional Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

Divide the space from 0 to 1 into fourths and count by
3fourths. When y
4

e write which numeral tellsthe number

of equal parts into which the unit distance was divided?

Which numeral tells the number of parts being considered/

1030 Developed from plane and solid regions

Ex.

Into how many equal parts is'the square shape divided? How
many parts are shaded? What part of the whole is shaded?
One of the two equal parts is shaded or one-half of the
whole is shaded. Circular shapes, candy bars, cups and
other familiar objects can be-used to show fractional parts
of a whole.

1035 Developed in other ways

1040 Whole numbers as related to set of nonnegative rationals
(fractional numbers)

(See 3040)

The set'of nonnegative rational numbers includes the set of

whole numbers which may be written in fraction formg;a and

b are whole numbers, a is a multiple of b and b is not zero.

Ex. 8 12 JI,C2-5 A. 3f
. 4 2 6 1

1060 Definition: equality
(See 3020, 3040)

Rational numbers which have the same value are equal.

b d
if ad = be and bd is not zero.-9-

Ex. The value of the fractional numbers 2 and 1_ is the sane
8 16

since 3 x 16= 8 x 6.

30
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BASIC CONCEPTS

'Counting

Ex. 1 2 3 4 5
8' 8, 8, 8!

Ex. .2, .3, .4, ".5, .6, ..

fractional Numbers

v

1080

Ordering: greater than, less than, equal to, not equal to, between . 1090

Equality - See 1060

Ex.
I
a

> 3
a

if ad > be

e
7.; < -d- if ad < be

e
-d-1;-; if ad = be

al
2 3 "4

Unit fraction; law of 1
b

-(See 1421)

2 7

3 > 12

A unit !action is a fraction whose numerator is one and 1095
whose 4 ominator is a positive integer.

1 ,a
If a is a nonnegativeiintegeroa x 10;.

Ex. 4 x =3 3

Trichotomy property A '1098
(See 0101)

Ifa and b are nonnegative rational numbers, then one and
only one of the following.is true:

< b', a = b, b

31 40
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Fractional Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

Insity

Density is a term characterizing any ordered sequence of
elements'such that between any two elements of the sequence
another element exists. Fractional numbers have density

,because between any two fractional numbers another
fractional number exists.

5 6
Ex. Between -IT and Tro there exists another fractional

51 5 51number,suchas--.between and. there exists
100' 10 100

101

'.
another fractional number, such as etc.200

Ex. Between .8and .9 there exists another decimal number,
'1!81; between .8 and .81 there exists another decimal
number, .807; etc.,

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

Basic concepts p

1110 A. Addition, a binary operation

Binary operation - See 0110

Ex. 2 +4 ?

Foc. .45 +62.13 = ?

*11?0 B. Addition developed from union of disjoint sets

0 0

Fi

M.

What part of the set of all the circle shapes_is
black? shaded? What part is marked in some way?
Write a number sentence to show it.

1 2 3

+

if t

For decimal fractions use 10 shapes.
ti

'32 41
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OP RATIONS: ADDITION

C. Addition -developed from the number line ..

;

Ex. .,

. 0 1 j 2' if 4'

. / /

5 3 3 1 3-

-

/ 71

We can add fractionallnuiberswitW.the sam dendhinafors,
at7 we..:addp.didlole numbers,

--.-N,

I ,

\ 5 "
\

Jiow all lwe $ow thejuppser. t is the enon4natoi.'
can youlind t e Operator of the,sum?-.

Fractional Number

- :

of s ?

414,

D. Addi ion vel ped from plane or soli

Ex.

XIV
parteFf the circularishape is 502 blue? 'What

.

.-part-is" lored?

+4
2

s' "

What does-the 4 tell s? 2? How could 2 Se ound
from the numerators? Why must the.'4 be used for 1
denollinators? (It t Ils,into.how'many equal piirts the
Wholp is sephrated.)

E. ,C1osi'e, a'proper y of Adetion
ti

fee 0140 1Closure -

.Ex.. 16+ 9 25
24 24 24

Ex. .3 + 5 = .8

t

1150 .
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.

1170

;

Fractional turn

°FOAM'S.: AMON-

.

ComMutatiViiy:, a pro0e,300-addition
$

Commut4ciiIIy

Ic". 2 1: 2 11
31 4 4 3 T 12

-

. Ex, + .5 :5 + = .43

14'

G. At-ociativity; a propir of fdditloh

Assoc±ativOy .. See 0160.

.

+

I. l 5-
.+. +

7_ . 3 : 13
12 12 12 ' 12 = 12 /

Ex. .3 "I' (45 17"-0 (:3 + .25' +',4

= + .4 .95
--

118'0 .H. Zero, the identity elemOnt in addiiion

Identity element - See 0170

Ex. 2 2 2
v7- -, -S

Ex. .4 + 0 = 0 + .4 = .4

1

,

/ Computation

1190 A. Addition with coMilion fraction notation, equal denominators
(like fractions)

34
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OPERATIONS: ADDITION .

Ex.. 3 1 4 1-1:8ajor Or 3
8
1+

4 or -I1-8-

Fractional Numbers

Ex" 3 Ex. 51 Ex. 6
71 1

+ 2-' 988i --.. + 4- .. .
3

4
1

4 127-3
87-7

+ 8
2 'or 232-8

3.

I . ,

.231

\
8

s' . \.

. Addition wi\th common *action notation,
,

nq
(unlike fractions)

f
(See 7060

r

. Ex. 2 1
4. 2 s'

4 3 :+ = of

35

or

1 3
a'T

I 7
or .1-6-

Ex./ 3

2
3

+
1"
6

5'
t24
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Fractional Numbers

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

1210 C. Addition with exact decimal fraction notation

Ex: .5 + .25 .75 or .50 (since .5 = .50)
+ .25

,.75

1220

Ex. .X21 Ex. 30.7
.342 485.2

+.44, +..96
.9"77 .517.86

Do not use this code with addition involving money....A7se
6040 and lippropriate codevmpder addition of whole npmbers.

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

-Basic concepts

A. Subtraction,44nary operation

oped in

Binary operation 0 10

i230 B. Subtraction deVel lation-ta sub etp_-
1ft.

.1

00
What part of the set of all the circul 'shapes
is 1 circular_shapel

of the shapes is shade

not shaded by subtracting? How?
5
-

2 33- -

2 3'Check your answer by counting: 4, p ncit shad

.For .deci 1 fractions 0ons use 10 shapes: yt-3 -

or 1 . '=-.6

1- 3r-1r 5?- at part
7 Can we find,the part 1

36



Fractional, Ntinibgrs

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

C. Subtiaction developed from the number line,

Ex.

1 2. 3 4 5

6 .6 6 6 6

Count he parts sham y..the number

from as we did with whole numbers,

is the numerator found? Why is the
tells into how many equal, parts ,one
divided in each.case.) :For decimal
unit distance'into 10 parts.,

2line. Subtract -6-

5 2 = 3'- How
.6`

denominator 6? (It

unit Of distance:was'
fractions div1 0e.the

D. Subtraction developed from plane or solid regions

,Ex. See 1140

E. Subtraction, the inverse of addition

Inverse - See 0270\

Ex.
If

Ex.
f

2 4 4

1_5
4= 4

EX 1.31 = .56 then .56 - .3i

F. Role of zero i4ub action

Zero is the right i entity e'Iementjfor subtraction.

theft
-21 71

or
2

1

then 1.

4

Cf

.
1240

1250

1260

Ex. 3. 1 3
0 =

4

Ex. ..18 - 0 = .18

37
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rgtionaj Nt.im'bers

gek.faltonse . vlIBTRAC"TiON

1280

, 40 .4

,.
-14

-- Any PumbeX,E1114;acted frdm itselftig,zeito,

,.- .- -;-.
".c..., 2 . .

Ex. --, .....-** 0., : EX.- .26.':;-: .26 ...0.
3'" 3 ..--,

,

e.
e

G. Noncl tire, p TorAconyOfeti.vi ty :non o.c ati vity f
-
Closure c! - See 0140
Commutativitir -'See.01;50 .-

Assodiarivity See 616",

v

"1 1
:,since 4 .2( 4,

- .13 .'133- .25

Nonatisocl.ativity:

'
4

Noilloeure:

1 . 1
2 4 .4

I

. ,

r

,.
and ;f1.25 are;UOt members-);tf. the. fieg.. ncinuegtiiy,4

.: .trations; era. .

4

Noncommaativity: A

1 3- -3 1

1- 1\.'1 1

3
)/

6 9( 2,,

4.

1 1 1 1

6 nI7

)0 0.
2

it

4
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birith'IONS; SUMAC:II:TON

(.5)- .25) - .2 .6 - (.25 -..2)

0

Computa't on

- .2 L .5 - .05'
.

# .45

Fractional Numbers

s , s

A. Subtraction WitWcomman fraatibn notation, eciU41
.

(like fractions)

6-

4' 2or -5

Ex. 12-3
4

-6
T.

,

or 61-
1

671-

denominators

B. Subtraction with common fraction notation, unequal denominators
(unlike fractions)

(See 706,0)

Ex. 5 1

6 T=
5

6

3
6

2 1
Or or 56- .

1'

5
-6-

3

39

2 =6
2 1,
6- 0 r 3"

Ex. 12011
12

:17-1
3

1290

1300 .
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Oiaknug tiumber

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION-

1310 ' C. .Subtraction with decimal fraction nbtatIon

r.

Ex. ..75 . .584
-1375 - .123

.375 - .461

110 nit use this code with subtraction involving money. Use
6040 and appropriate code under subtraction of whole numbers.'

OPZRATkONS:" MULTIPLICATION

Basic concepts

1320 A. Multiplication, a binary operation

Binary operation - See- 0110

6 1330

e

4

Ex. 1 6
= ,x
3

, Ex. .3 x =[:]

B. Multiplication developed from addition of two or mo = equal
fractions

Ex.

3 3 3

10 22 x
3 3

Ex. .3 + .3 = .6

2 x .3 = .6

1340 C. Multiplication developed from arrays or sets

Arrays - See 0360

Ex.

lot

40

2
x 6 = 4

-

4
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I ,
.OPERATION'S:" MULTIPLICATION

I. ;

c.'

Fractional Numbe#

Six of the objecta in set A are Shaded:

Three-fifths of the objects in set Aare shaded.
45 ,

x 10 a 6

Note: One of the factors will be a whole number.

. Multiplication developed from the number line

Ex.

Ex.

.3 5 "6 7 H.

8"' 8 If 8 8.

1
s of 1.3 each on the number:To 1To find 3 x take 3 j

line 3 x Find x HoW is 'die. new
ri- , 8 8. -8'

numerator found? 'Find 'Sleo Where is the

halfway. poitit ficm-.0 to 1? (1-) 'then
2 8

x '2 pi
8 16- 16'

How, is the new numerator found? the, new.. denominator?

For decimal,trzittionsntqber. the points as .1, ,2,
etc. Two jumps of .3 each '4$.11 bring the arrow fo .6.

.

2 x .3 et .6

E. Multiplication,ddveloped from plane and solid regions

E

4150

4

1345

1350

I

ob,
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. Fractional Numbers

OPERATIONS:

Ex.

The shaded part is what. part -Of the lower row?
. .

.

(4)

x. ..

. . .

of the first column? -..... of the whole figure? (1),
1

z ',

1 1
.Is --- x.I.T = T3. a true statement? ,How is the new

. -

denominator found? the new numerator?

Ex. In decimal fractions is .5 x .25 = .125'a true
statement? Is one square .125 of the whole?

4

1360 F. Closure,. A. property 'of iiiulti-pircatton

Closure - See 0140

1370 , G. Commutativity, a property of multiplication

Commutativity - See 0150

Ex. 2 4 4 2 8

3 9 " 3

1380

Ex. '.5 x x .5 =..15

H. Associativity,
.

a property of multiplication

Associativity - See 0160

Ex. =
8

1 .2 (1.
3 4

'1x 2x 1
6.. 8 32
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OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Ex. .3 )i,(.4 x .5) =* (.3 x .4) x .5

.3 x .20 aa .12 x .5 = ,.060 .

Fractional Numbers

* Distributivfty, a property of multiplication over addition
or subtraction

Disiributivity - See '0430

1,.

1390

3 2 4/ 3. 2) (3
x.(.3.- Ais (2_ X 2) x

4)
Ex. 2

2 3 1 +.1
3 4 3 6 ti

. 1 .1.
2 2.

Ex. 2 - 3)=E2-
3 \2) ! 4/ 3 2 3 4/

2 1
3 4 3 6 6

Ex. .3 x. (.4 + .5) = (.3 x .4) + (.3 x .5)

.3 x .9 a .12 + .15

.27 = .27

a. One, the identity elementin multiplication 1400.

Identity - See 0170

Ex.

Ex.

X x
8

1 x .4

x =
8

= .4 x 1

8

= .4

43 t)''. a
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Fractional Numbers

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

K. Role`of zero in multiplication

Any number times zero is zero.

Ex. a
x 0'= 0 x

a
where b 4 0

Ex. 2

3

2
x = 0 x = v

Ex. .3 x 0 = 0 x .3 = 0

1420 L. Multiplicative inverse (reciprocal) for any fractional number
greater than zero

If the product4'cif two numbers is 1, then each number is

the multiplicative inverse of the other.

The reciprocal of a'number is its multiplicative inverse.

Ex. .3 x-11 = 1. 3 is the multiplicative inverse and the
3

1. '1
reciprocal of --

3
is the multiplicative inverse and

3'

the reciprocal of 3.

1421 M; Unit fraction property
(See 1095)

Ex. 1 1' 1

a b

Ex. 1 1 1

4 5 20

Computation

1430 A. Multiplication with common fraction notation.

Ex. 2 1 2 1

3 4 12 °r 6

3
44

*
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,Fractional Numb*

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

2 12 2 12Ex,. 6 x i= c- or 4
3
- of 6 =

.

3 or 4

Ex.
1 5, 15'' 5 75 A

x 2 x = 12 °"1-;

5 1 5 5Ex. (7 + -) = x +
6
- x 1

6 2 to 2
3A .1

12 4
75 or a

6
+

12

r..MUlt4PliWtPil.Wi*OC4001'ftadi.011.114tation

Ex. 3 x .18 = .54

Ex. .8 x'.3 = .24

.25
Ex. .5 xr-Vi5 =;,;125 or x .5

,Z11 .125,);,,

Do, not use thieli:code' with multiplication involving money.
Use 6040 and apOropriate code under multiplication of
whole numbers.

C.( Multiplication by powers or mul,tiples of ten

Ex. 102 x
100

102 x .07

102 is written as a power of ten.

Ex. 30 x 10 = 21

is a multiple of 10.

Agx. 300 x 100 2 1

300 is a_multiple fot 10.

45

;54

'

C

1440

1441

.10



Fractional Numbers

OPERATIONS: DIVISION

Basic concepts

1450 ,A. Division,.a binary operation

Binary - See 0110

1460 B. Diviiion developed from successive subtraction.of two or more
equal fractional numbers

3 . .1. '2

4 '4 Te

2 1 1"

1 1
- 0

ti

-

4-

1.
,Three --tbs can be subtracted from -1 with no remainder,

4

4 ÷ Tel
3.

Ex. .2).8
- .2

.6

- .2

.4

- .2
.2

- .2
0'

4

.2).8

.8 f 4

'944414

1470 C. Division developed from the number line

Ex. 6

8

8

v;Li 46
tjtj

t

8

8

4
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4,4

4.
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OPERATPO; iiTVISION
.

, Fractional N mbers

3
!I 3. 6

8 How manyif-g are, there in --?,0

What is 8?

2
'Does

1
name the

Ex. , 5 2'. 10 ±

8 lk 16-

1.,1 may lead

inay bE/'

as-2?

T. so-

indi

ithe prOlem
116

developed frO

How. many f

E. Division,

numbers. 1

x., 3 1

82 8

2

d soli¢ r4gions

s. are 'there in
ti 1
2r= -A i= 8

f u s

inve e bf multiplication with fraction0

3

8 x, ?
6

8

1
How is 2related to -2? Write a tatipiplica.tion, sentence

1
for 5 a - Does themultiplicatkon sentence solve the.

division sentence?

I

47 !A

4

1480

1490

L_



Fractio umbers .

OPERATIONS: 'DIVISION

1500 .F.' Closure, a *property of di vision'

Closure - See 0140

G. Role of one in division

One is the tight hale i entity è1ment for division

a aAx., F.A. 1 =

*Ex. 1*= .8

/Any number divided by tself is ne,, (Note exceptio
see 1520.)

Ex.
a . d
b b 1

<,

Ex. .6 .6 = 1

j
) 1520 H. zero n4 a :divisor r

, (See 090)

C41d be divided Ly 0? No.

There is no number times 0 which will equal

1530 I. NoncommutativiV,:nonassociativity of division

Commutativity - See 0150
Associativity - See 0160

Ex. NoncommutativitY. 2 1 2

9 3 r 3 9

2 .3 1 9-9-x-370 x

2 3'
3 /4 2

FO 48

2

4o,

'p



OPERATIONS: DIV;LN

ponassoCiativity

sa.

Fractional Numbers

3

1(
3

1 2 2

2. 9 3

.2 2 2 3xyi-ixi
4 #1,
3

x

12)

CoMputation
I , / it

A. Division with common fiction otil ion

.

+
1

3
2 3x
9 1

= 2

3

II

, 1540

.

Ex. 2 ..1-1.,

9-V1 3 f ^---$ 1
3.

'fl
i 2 x 1 2

/ 3 S . 41

therefore 2 1 23 -1. 3- 3

1
2x = and therefore 2

1 3 79-

.B. pivision with decimal fraction notation

Ex. .5 :25 = 0 if E * .25 = .5

49 i8

1550
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Fractional Numbers

OPERATIONS: DIVISION

2 x .25 = .5

therefore .5 .25 = 2

2.

or 25).50

Ex.

Check: 2 x .25 = .50

30..1

.35)10.535

Check: .5 x 30.1 = 10.535

Do not use this
6040 and,appropr
numbers.

code with division involving money. Use
iate code used under division of whole

C. Division by powert or multiplei of ten

Er . .563 .563 100 a .00563

OPE ONS

Sequq tial operat ons

1

2

1 1

2 x 2000

1000

1

This codi g Should be used when two o more segue
ations ar indicated in operational f rmat.

(Ex. 3 2

4 x 3
1

3

4

1--)6

x4=3

x
4 3. 1

x

Ex. .2 x(.12 4 .3) = .2 x .4 = .08

59 50

oper-



Fractional Numbers.

.610:ER4TIX

Several operations in the same lesson
v -

Note: If one or two operatidns predominate, do not use
this code. Code the operations.

More than two properties

Note:' If one or two properties predominate, do not use
this code. Code the properties.

.1114

-

51.

1610

1620
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TOPIC I:

Number Systems
Integers

BASIC CONCEPTS

:

'Definition: set of integers

All a the numbers 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, form the set of
integers.

The set that contains every natural number, its additive
inverse and zero is the ,aet,of integer$.

2010 Developed from the number line

Ex.

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

202 - Developed from physical world.situations

6.1.

2030

Ex. A thermoieter uses a number line in vertical position.
Show 10 degrees below .zero on the timber line. This

, is often written as -10°. What'does -20° meanT +400?

Ganes like shuffleboard and monopoly
gers fo indicatg the player "owes" a
A disk may,landon 0 OFF ( -10), or a
debt $20 (-20).

use negative inte-
score or play money.
player may be in

Ordering: greater than; less than; equal to or not equal to;
between

When the number line
numeral to the right
greater number. Is
Does -4 lie to the ri
represented by -5 < p
What integer lies bet

horiz tal position each
ther name represents a
(Yea). Is >' -41 '(No).

-5? (Yes). 19 the number
er represented ,by -4? (Yes):

en' -6 and -8?

61 52



BASIC CONCEPTS

'Directed number absolute value

DlieCted numbers are also called positive and negative
numbers.

I I

Integers

Ex. On a horizontal number-line positive numliers are.
usually indicated to the right of zero. Then neg-
ative numbers are indicated to the left.Of zero.'
When the positive direction is'deteraned on a'
vertical or slanted number line the negative direc-
tion will be opposite-to it. Zero is the point .

from which other number points are established and
is considere&to be neither,positiVe not negative.

The'absolute value of a'positi;e number is that
'number. Notation 1+31 = +3.

The absolute value'of a negative number is ita
additive inverse., Notation 1-31 = +3.

The'absolute'vaiue of both 72 and +2 is +2.

On a numb'ex_line'the absolute, value of a numbei is
-shown by itsdistance fromr'Zero Without regard to
the direction.

OPERATIONS: ADDITIOi.

Basic'concepts.% .

A. Addition, a binary -operation

Binary - See 0110

B. Addition developed from number line

Ex:
+4

-3

4

-4 -3
-2

0 +1 +2 +3 +4

-3 + ) r +1

.

t'

53

2040

2050

2053



integers

OPERATIONS: ADDITION

Ex.

a

3.

+2 1

3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 .+3

+2 + (-3) t. 1

2055 C. Addition developed from physical world situations

Ex. If the thermometer shows -10° and t en rises 15°, what
temperature? -10 + (+15) = 5. The temperature

is +5°.

Ex. If you owe $5-kt pay $3 what is your financial
standing? -5 + ) -2 (s0.11 owe $2).

. If a submarine is50 feet below the surface and then
gops-nwn 20 -feet, what is its position?
50 + (-20) = -70 (70 feet below sep level).

2060 D. Closure, a property of addition

1

2070

Closure - See 0140

Commutativity, a property of addition/

cistmutatiiiity - See 0150

Ex. -3 + ( +4) 2= +4 + (-3)

F. Associativity, a propereo ad 'tion

Assoc ativity - See 0160

Eic..411 -3.+.:+4) .1- C2) i= -3 + (+4 + -2)
,./.., .

.

, 41 + (-2) = -3 + (+2)

-1 = -1

63
54

i
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OPERATIONS: ADDITION
1 '

G. Zero, the identity element in atiaiticin,

hitekers . ,

1
.

2090

Identity - See 0170

Ex.'-6 + 0 = 0 + (-6) = -6
r -5'

+6 + = 0+ (+6) = +6 ' 'a*

H. Additive inverse

The additive inverse of any number is a second number which
if added to the first number givei the sum of zero. For
each integer a the additive inverse is £a.

Ex. + (-3) = 0

+ (+4) = 0

Computation

4See 205

Ex. +3 + (+8) = +11

+3 + (-8)
° a

-5

-3 + (+8) = +5

\-3 .+ (-8) = -11 /C-1--

Do you see any pattern for these sums?

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

BasiC concepts

A. Subtraction, a binary operation

Binary - See 0110

2100

2110 .

2120

B. Subtraction developed from number.lfne 2123

V

'55 64
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Integers

OVATIONS: SUBTRACTION

Ex. +2 - (+3) = -1

Ex. +2 - (-3) = +5

Subtracting h positive 3 onthe number line was
shown by movement to the left,so subtracting a 1"-'

negative '3 must be shown by movement to die right
of the positive, 2. .

A second exp,lanation is possible when subtraction
is considered as finding the difference between two
numbers, or on the number line as finding distance
between two number points.

Ex. 8 - 3 = 5

4 1

-8 - 3

4 5 6

To'find the difference between 1,and 8 on the number
-line we may ask, "How' far is it(from 3 to 8?" or
,think 8 - 3= 5. We may think it-is 5 steps in.
the positive direction from 3 to 8.



Integers

;
, OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

7--

Ex. +2 -(-6) .413

8 steps

f

4 +1 +2 +3

To find e distance from -6, the knowh addend, to
+2, e um, move 8,steps ,trom -6 to 42 in the pos-
itive direction showing the difference to be 48.

. ,

Note: The distance and the direction are found in going
from the known addend (subtrahend) to the sum '

(minuend).

.

,C. Subtraction developed from physical world situations

Ex.' If you had $7 and bought something for $10 yb bust
subtract 10 from 7 to lind your financial st ding.
Your standing is +7- - (+10) = -3 or'you will e $3,'
in debt.

If you owed $5 and 6ubtracteS $2' of that debt, what''
1.s your financial standing? Taking away i'debt is
equivalent to adding the money so you'may think
-5 - (-2). = -5 + (+2) = -3. you stilt owe, $3.

p, Subtraction, the inverse of addition

1141ht . *.
.

Inverse - See 0270

Ex., +5 - (-2) = +7 because 47 4- e( -2) = +5
.

Ex. -5 - ( +2) 7 -7 because -7 + (+2) =*-5 %,

.
1 ...

. i

/ _
Rolefof zero in subtraction

1 (

. .

,

ero is'the right identity element for:subtraction.'
i

,

F. -3 - 0 = :3 , c

44 - 0 = 44

2125

I.

2140

3,

.
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".21541--

2160

2170

Integers

OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

y numbei subtracted from itself t..s

Ex. - (-3) = 0

n - n 4' 0

Any number .subtracted from zero result's in 'the additive
inverse of that number.

zero.

Ex. 0 .- (+3) = -3

O - (-3).=

F. Closurej a property of subtraction

Closure - See 0140

,Noncommutati ity, nonaisociativity of subtraction

Commutati
Associat

Ex.

ity - See 0150
ity - See 0160

Noncommutativity

-2 - c5) 0, -5 - (-2)

+3 0 -3
% I

Ex. -Nonassociativity

(f3 7 -2) - +5 0 +3 - (-2 - +5)

+5 (+5) * t3 (-7)

0 0+10

Computation

.Ex. -3-- (+4) = -7

Oe.

Think "Iow far. is it from +4 to -3 and in what
direction?"; or think -3 - (+4) is equivalent
to -3 + (-4) = -7.

58°

/
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OPERATIONS: SUBTRACTION

OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Basic concepts

_A. Multiplication, a binary'operation

Binary - See 0110

B. Multiplication developed f m number line

Ex. 2

4 3 2 71 0 +1 +2 +3 +4

+2 x +2 = +4 (already known)

Ex.

Integers

+2 ?c . -4 (drawn on the number line)

-2 x (+2) = r4 (see 2200, multipliation is commutative)

-'3 -2 -1 0 +1"+2 -+3

-2 x (-2) must be drawn in a direction opposite to
+2 x (-2) and equals +4.

2180

2183

C. Multiplicatidn developed from physical world situations 210

E. If you have 2 'x $4 what i,s your financial standing?
+2 x (+4) = +8. You have $8,.



/ Integers

/ OPERATIONS: MULTIPLICATION

Ex. If you spend $4 each week and
funds x4hat is your; financial

\ have passid? x (-4).= -8.
00 than you have now.

Ex, If you spend $4 eacnweek wh
standing two weeks ago? -2
$8 more two weeks ago ttlan
received no additional'funds.

. 1ClosUre, aproperty of multiplication

Closure - See 0140

receive no additional

tanding after two weeks
You will have $8 less

1

was your financial,
-4) = +8. You had
have now if you

2200 E. Commdtativity,.a property of multiplication

Commutativity - See 0150

Ex,- (-q) x .(+8) = (48) x (-3)

F. Associativity, a property of multiplication

Associativity - See 0160

Ex:. x 42) x +5 = -3 xN(+2 'x +5)

4 -6 x 45 = -3 x 410

-30 = -30

2220 G. One, the identity element. in multiplication

Identity element See 0170

Ex. +1 x -5 = -5 ax +1 = -5

+1 x +5 = +5 = +5

41 ,leaves the n her (+5` or -5)
unch ged.

4,

460
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OPERATIONS: ALTIPLINTI6N

H. Distributi ity, a property of ultiplicati n er addition or- 2225
subtra n

r-
/

Ex. Rewrite t to make the work easier, and then -/
find the eplacernt for N.

/ 't

(48 x -25) x 52) N

-25 x (48 4- 52) =.72500

Integers.,

Computation

Ex.

. ,

+2 .72

:o
44..a c

<

1 -10,1

2

x -5 x" -5

-10

What pat ern,d you see for these produ ts?

/

/

*r

OPERA2'IONSt DITIgION

Bilei-c,soncepts

A. Division, abinary oper; ltide

i

2240

Binary - See 0110 / .. t
..

...%
.

.

.4 il' . 41111404111:

..,

. gi vision eveloped from number line .0 ,
d I ...

2243
7 4 4'

Ex.., "4-------77--------------
-4 -3 -2 -1 , 0' , .5

. 6
/

.7

t C

2230

t

.6,

If th space from'O tir -4 is divided by 2, what point

I
-4%is 'determined? 4

= 72. 'Then _I, must determine paint.,

47. CheCk,both,:exAtOles by multiplying.

C. bivision developeefrom physicAtrorld situations.

J ,

61, .

S't

2245



2250

Integers

OPERATIONS: DIVISION

Ex. The temperature fell from -4 to -12 degrees in 2 hours.
What was-'the average change per h ur?

+2 = -41

Ex. The temperature rose from 18 to -2 in 3 hours. The-

.

temperature rose 6 degrees in 3 hours or

Ex.

6
or 2 degrees per hour.3,_

The/temperature is zero (d) now. Two hours ago (-2)
it.was 8 degrees below zero (-8)., What was the average
change per hour? .

_-2- = .+4

Division, the inverse-of multiplication

Ex. -10 . +5

10
= a

because +5i'x -2 = -10

%-
because -5cx +2 = -10

+
10
=y = -5 because -2 x, -5'= +10

one fin division

element fob division.

4

itself is +1. (Note,exception,



OPERATION : DIVISION

Integers

F. No Vosure, noncitimmutatiwitys-nonassociativity of divist n 2260
, I

Closure '- See' 0140

Commutativity - See 0150,
Associativity - See 0160

Ex. Nonclosure'

-3 4 +2 :2 +2 (not an integer)

Ex. Noncommutativity

-8 4 +2/0 +2 4 -8

-4 01

Ex. Nonassociativity

(-8 + +4) -4 +2 0 -8 (+4 +2)

-2 = +2 # -8 4 +2

-1 0 -4

Computation

Ex. " -12

7
-12

-4

*No

Check -3 x +4 = -12 .

'Check +3 x -4 = -12

116142-b.,.. 3 Ch eck -3 x 4 12,;--44

+1'2 x
,3 Check +3. x +4 = +127+7;

Do you se/e any paitern for these factors?

63 2
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Integers

OPERATIONS

2310 Several operations in the same lesso

Note: If one or two operation
this code. Cdde the operation

.

2320 More than two properties

N te: If one or two properties predominate, do not use
is code. Code the properties

1

dominate, do ndt us

...
.1

a
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TOPIC I:

Number Systems

Rational Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

Definition of a set of rationale

Rational numbers are numbers which can belexpressed as a

ratio of two integers, f, where b cannot be 0. When either

a'or b is negative the numberlis a negative rational.

3 3 -3Ex. - -4- ; Both fractions may be written as T.

Developed from number line

Ex.

-1 ?

Absolute value\ (See 2040)

Ex. 1-21 2

3`3

Orderi

-2 -1 +1 +2 +3
I +5 +6

T +I I I

E 1+1.431 = 1.43-

See 2030)-
.

.

Ex. Graph the following rational numbers on a number line:

t \

65 '')L1



Rational Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

+3, 2:+1141:), -4.

/:
I I I I 00'

_ i +5
-1:4

3

43
-;:-

2
, z

// ic
-4 -3Ex. Which fraction named thegxeater number, or -.1?

i ,-- 5,

-20 3 -21 .

7' 35 35

since > - >
35 35' 7 5

Ex. Order the numbers named: 1 -1 -1 1 -1
3' 5' 4' 3' 6'

2545 Properties

Answer:
-1 -1 -1 -1 1

<
3<

47 < < 5

This code should be useil for all properties of the set of
rational numbers. This includes closure, commutativity,
associativity, etc.

COMPUTATION

2610 Addiion

Ex.
/

.

34 3'
Find the sum of and y.

,

i

Ex. Find e sum and express in lowest terms: -15-
1
+ +2-

8

3

2

66



COMPUTATION

.,..4 4. v At, t*

Subtraction

/Ex, Find the difference: - '2--
3 6

.4 .... *
..,t .. ,

..1. A -I' s 44.'1. , ...
o 6 w e

0 ' ..
;1;'. S ... : , .

. Rational Numtxtrs., ..

'

gx. Find the difference: 411
4 2

Multi)Ilication

Ex. Multiply: ( (37;)

'Ex: Multiply: -2:13 x 1.7
/ S ;

Division

4 .

(-14) -? (1)

.

4
Divide:

Sequential operations'

2

7

Ex. (18 9
)

"X C.1) Answer:: 6
7

.

Ex. (-10.0956 -4.7) f )(9.4) Answer: 5.37

2620

.1!

Several, operations in the same lesson

Note: If one or 'two operations predominate, do not use
this code. Code the operations.

4

67

2630

2640

2650

2660:

1



TOPIC I: Number Systems

Natural Numbers

Counting Numbeis,.

.2720 'Definition for a pet of natural'numbers

The set of natural nunberSt is s own as N = fl, 2, 3,

2.730 Reletionto set of whole'numberi, onnega,tive rationals, intipgers,

f

negative rationals

N.= fl, 2, 3, ...).set o

W = {0, 1,'2, } set o

/ = {..., -2, -1, 0, +11

natural numbers

whole ,numbers

2, +3, ...}

Nonnegative raj onals are such fractions as

4, 3 2 ,0

' 2'

1

5 '6
6

' 9'
etc.

Negative rationals are such fractions as

-2: -6 etc.
3' 6'

The set of natural numbers and the set of whole numbers are
subsets of the set of integers.

The set of nonnegative rational numbers and the set of
nega' ve rational numbers are subsets of the set of rational
numbe

0.
nal numbers are a subset of the set of real numbers.

The numbers are a subset of the set of complex numbers.

7?
68
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TOPIC I:

Number Systems

Real Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

Irrational,numbers developed as nonrepeating decimals

A nonteiminaiing, nonrepeating decimal represents an
irrational numberv--Thenumeral may pr` may not have'a
systematic pattern. ,

Ex. 1) 0:101001000100001

2) 0.123456789101112

ten eleven 'twelve

3) if = 1.414281 ..

Expmples 1 ana 2 have systematic patterns, example 3
does not.

2760 Rational approximations
(See 2870)

Ex. T is between 1 2

Vi Is between 1.4 and 1.5

fi is between 1.41 and 1'.42

11i7 is between 9. and 10'

Ex. Using a table of sagare roots, find a decimal
approxidation to 43.

Ex. 7 A 3;14 or

.4?

17o

E



Real Numbers

The Pythagorean theorem; construction of line segments with,
irrational nuRbers as their lengths

(See 5320, 7155)

Ex. An isosceles right triangle with legg_of unit'length,
has a hypotenuse equal to

-1

Ex. Construct a line segment to represent /5.

2

Since 12 + 22 = 1 + 4 . 5

4

2770

4.

2789.

The set of real numbers is dense: Tha is, between any two
real numbers there.isalwaysanother eal.number.

Er. Given any two real numbers, d bj a < b, the real

number a
2
b is such that a'< a

2

b < B.

The number line; completeness

J1 1

There is aone-to-one correspondence between the set real
numbers and the fet.of,points on the number line; i:e.,
there is exactly one,real number correspon4ing to any given
point oh the number line,,. and eVery,real number is a coordi-
nate of some point On the Timber line. Because of this one -
to-one correspondence, we say that the set of realolumbers
is complete.



Real Numbers

BASIC CONCEPTS

2800 OtheY properties

Ex. For positive numbers a and b,

2810 ' Special irrational numbers: n, e

If c is the circumference and id the diameter of a circle

then the ratio is the same for all circles. This special

number is called I (pi). it is-an irrational number.
A ;.

RatiRnal eumbera. often used as approximations ton are
e' 4

.1.416,..2.42,13-.3.4,'-a

''.
: 'In is the' only special irrational numbei likely to be
'' ...

'" encountered in textbooks for srades,K-8:, Another special
rration4 number is e which is approximately 2.718. It

is'the base of.the system of natpral fagarithms.

. .

COMPUTATION .

246 Addition

./-

Ex. (3 + + + = -2 +2 12-

2840 Subtraction

E (3 + VE) - (5 - 12) = -2-+ 2 VI

2850 Multiplicationi

Ex. (3 + (2 ,- = 6 3 ;.rs + 2 -

i

I

,
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COMPUTATION

Division

I

Ex. 3 VI= -71 -a
r2 vb . 2

Powers and roots
(See 2760, 0700)

41.

Real Numbers

I

Ex. Find 1 to the tenths place. Answer: 9.5

Ex. Find an approximation to the nearest hundredth o
Answer: 24.96

Use this code when computing roops. If the relationship
between rational and irrational/numbers is being. stressed,
code 2760.

Sequential operations

Y

.t . 4.

7382

)4.

4

2860

2880



TOPIC I:-

Number. Systems

Complex Numbers

7

2910 - Development .

2920

Complex:numbers are numbers of the forms a + bi where. a and
b are real numbers and i' has the property that i2 = "1. They
are often written as an ordered pair (a, b).

Computation

Ex. (3 +

Ex. (3 LE: 2i)

+ (7 - W.= 10 +
a

(5 + 4i) -t-; 15 + 22i + 812

= 15 +.22i - 8

= 7 + 22i

-

N

L.

.
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1

4

4

s

Difference between number and

A.number is the ptopert
sets, as 2 is the cardi

B). .Numerals are t
etc. 'A number is an id
or seen. A numeral is
and can be written an

Different numerals fpr the s

kr

fl

umeral

shared by
al number .o

e nanes for
a, f abstr
symbol for
eh.

4

Topic ii

Numeration and Notation

collection'of matched
the sets Y} and

nunbers: 5, V,

me nurnbr (ren

A. Expanded notation for wh je numbers
(See 0200, 0210,-022700229, 330, 3

EXpanded notation s notation using
place-value of each digit.

cp and cannot be' written
the nunbai% is concrete

B.

Ex. 874.= 80 4

87t7= hindre!s +

-Polynomial form

7 ten + 4
4 :

. ' ,

(8 x 100) + (7 Ix 10k (ie x .1)

r

ing)
.

10, 3080

uperals showiog'the

I
ones.

(8 x 10 ) (7 101) +

Expanded notation for nbnnegative rationA4s (fractions))

ex: 32s 3 +

) :35 = .05

\
'35 ='25+

.,.

5
&48, ......,
" 44

.N.

3010

3

.301

S

4



4.

3020

\

t.)

x

«

Numeration and Notatibn

.35 = [(3 x ifr) + (5 x Top)]

56.63.= 50 6 .6 .63

56.63 = [(5 x 10) + (6 x 1) + (6
(3 x

lt. Equivalept common fraction notation
(See 1060)

Ex.

Nnose..14.4.

o 2

(

1 2 1-- 4, 5 6 7, 8

4 :4 '`74- I T T T
1

1

1

1

, 1

1
,

i i

0
1

1 1
I

I.

1'23 4 6 8 9
8882 a"-

I

0

2

2

2. 4 8 17
16 16 16 16 16

The fraion (humeral) T, may be renamed as
2

1 2 3 4 5 6may be renamed as - - etc.
2 - .% 4'. 6' 8' 10' 12"

One
4

etc
8' 16'

3025 D. Equivalent mixed numeral notation

1'

1

3 7 1 13 14
Ex.0 = = = 4--

2

4 4' 3
4-

3' 3 3

8r- 76

O
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Numeration and Notation

E. Equivalent decimal fraction notation with terminating decimals 3030

A terminating decimal has a finite number of digits.

Ex. .75 =
3

4

= 375 315
8 1000 ,

1

'5

1
3-
2
= 3.5

,

z.

F. Equivalent decimal notation wAh repeating decimals 3033

A repeating decimal numeral has an initial pattern of digits
followed by a continuous repetition of a single digit or a
pattern of digits.

7.11

1 5 1Ex. -6- = .1666 . = .4166 = .142857142857

G.' EqUivalent per cent notation, 3035
(See 8004)

25
Ex. 25% = .25 100

Ex. $ = .375 = 372

Ex. 2.5 =
1

2
= 250%

H.s Other for'a number
e' (See ip4o, 1460)

a Ilse this code largely for other names for natural numbers,
whole numbers or integers. Use 3020, 3025, 3030, 3033 and
3035 for other names for rational numbers.

Use when not classified in 3010-3035.

77.

3040



Numeration and Notation

If the purpose of the lesson is the development of basic
facts, do not code 3040.

Ex. Some other names for 6 are:

2 x 3 12 2

2 + 4 1 + 1 + 4

7 1 of 12

Plage value in base ten

3050 A. Reading and/or writing numerals

Ex. Have the children write the numeral in the air, then
trace the dotted numefil in the book.

3060 B. One d' i,t numerals

. (See 0020, 0ii0)

Ex. "What is the largest number (base ten) that can be
expressed with a one digit numeral?"

3070 C. Two digit numerals
(See 0035, 3010)

Ex k. 12 means 1 ten and 2 ones.

3080 D.

Use code 3070 when place value is being emphasised.

re digit numerals
3010)

Ex. 103 means 1 hundred, no tens, and 3 ones.

Use code 3080 when place value is being emphasised.

E. Commas to sepa te into periods

V

78

A



Ex.

0
n $4

o
ACV

0

:11.1

0 n-4 0
"VI

3, 210, 000

Numeration and Notation

F. Rounding numbers
(See 8150)

Ex. - 37 rounded to the nearest 10 is 40.
673 rounded to the nearest 100 is 700.
428 rounded to the nearest 100 is 400.'

35 may be rounded to the nearest 10 as 30 or 40. The
text used will determine the policy.

3100

G. Decimk1 fractions 45

3110

Decimal fractions may/be considered another way of naming
rational numbers which in fraction form have some power of
10 as a denominator.

rt

7
Ex. = .7

10
, .

23

1000
.023

Ex. ...1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 .8...

etc.

CO

11
0
14
Ts

S

CO

0
0
4j

0)
0
0
0

0)
.0
4J
0
2

CO CO

.0 .0
4J 4.)
'0 '0
?4 ,1 g

..., 0
.0 .0

4.)

CO

.0
4-1

'0
g

5
0
.0
4-1

CO

.0
4J
'0
g

etc.

0
.0
4J

79ti8
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Numeration and Notation

3120 H. Exponential notation
(See 0520, 0670, 0700)

Exponential notation is notation using numerals which have
exponentp, small numerals written to the fright And above
a base,Ameral. An exponent may be either positive or
negative. It may be a fraction or zero.

Ex.. 874 = (8 x '102) + (7 x 101) + (4 x 100)

Ex.

Ex.

=,(8 x 10 x 10) + (7 x 10) + (4 x 1)

34 3 x 3 x 3 x 3

1, 1
32

2 2 2 2Also code such examples as (-0 . x

Use code 3120 when notation of exponents is developed.
Operatiori with e ,2 4.ed 052f1,
0670.

3130 I. Scientific notation

Scientific notation is of the form 2.69 x 103. For any
'fluMeral the decimal point is planed immediately to the
fright of the first nonzero digit and the number is then
multiplied by the integral power of 10 that would have
the effect of shifting the decimal point to its original
position.

23'is written in scientific notatio as 2.5 x 101

236 = 2.36 x 102

Ex. 00236 = -2.36 x 10-'4

3140 Historical development of "number concepts

In primitive times man may have noted the number of animals
he killed by dropping a stone on a pile or making a mark for
each on a rock realizing that he hado4re than one animal and

Fy9



Numeration and Notation

later realizing that he needed.names for this counting.
(See any bistory/of mathematics text for detailed
developMent.)

Historical systems of notation
(See 3160),

A. Egyptian

Ex. 9 in Egyptian symbols means 100 n Hindw- Arabic symbols.

B. Roman

Ex. XV in'Romsn numerals means 15 in indu-Arabic symbols.

C. Other ,/

This includes Babylonian, Mayan, Greell systems

Ex. /// often mark d on the rocks or sand means 3 in Hindu-
Aratic'symbol ,

Nondecimal pla value systems (other number bases)
(See 310)

150

3153

3E858

A. Developmenk of place value other number bases 3160
. .

Nondecimal place val 'eration systems are built on bases
other than 10 but ill .e place value.

Ex. 41.3 or 413 (bas five) means
five

(4 x 52) + (1 x 51) (3 x 50).

Ex. 413
eight

or 413 (base eight) means

(4 x 82) +'(1 x 81) + (3 x 8°).

Ex. 413 in any base five or larger means
4 x base2 + 1 x bezel + 3 x base°.

Note: Since 4 is used in the numeral the base must be
at least as large as five.

4.1

.



3163

A

3164

Si

Numeration and Notation

B. Expanded notation

Ex. Write the compact base-seven numeral for
-(1 x 74) + (6 x 73) + (4 x 72) + (3 x 7) + 2

4
Answer,: 16432

seven
.

Ex. Write a base-seven name fc r 6 sets of seven and 4

Answer: 64

Ex. 53

C. Gonversion

seven

=d0 +13
seveN seven seve

Ex. Write the*base-ten numeral for 312

312
f

=
our

=

="48

3

3

(42) + 1

42.6)4 4

+ A + 2

(4)

+ 2

+,2

= 54

Ex., Write 54 in base four

4)54
4)13 R2

3 R1

54 = 312

Ex. Write 3075 in base

81

82

83

84

=

=

=

=

8

64

512

409

eight

82

four



5.

512) 3075 (6

3072

64) 3(0

0

1) 3(3
3

3075 = 6003
. might

D. Computation

Base seven

41 6

+ 24 x 5

1

Nutheration and Notation

.65 42.

Computations,tre, sometimes done by working with or without
a table. Sometimes the problem is converted to base ten and
the answer converted to the required base.

E. Fractions.

2 3 2 SEx. In base ten .23 represents
10 + 1732 To- + no*

2 3 2
4

3
Ex. In base four .23 represents

+ -42'1 I. 16'

1

8392 .

41' a

. . 3168

< 3171
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TOPIC III

Sets

3994 Description of sets,

4010

4

A set is a well-defined 'collection; that is, one is able
. to tell whether at object is a distinct member of the'set.

A set is .usually indicat'd by braces {xX) or closed cu

XX

Ex. Physical objects - a set of dishes

a set of dominoes

Abstract - the set of whole numbers

Set members or elements

Members 7 each object in the set'(collection) is a'memloer
or element of the set.

Ex. The set 1.1=1 a A L__1} has 4 members or

ele nts.

Th squarp circle, triangle, rectangle are elements of
th set.

'No*

In the set {6, 7, 8, 9) each number is a member or
element of the set.

KINDS OF SETS

Equivalent sets (one-to-one correspondence)
(See 0050, 0060, 0100)

di

Equivalent sets have the same number of members but not
necessarily the identical members. Members of equivalent
,sets can bt paired in one -to -one. correspondence.

84



Ex. 1,.-{7 0}
1

B = -ID 0 1:4>.

Sets

A and, B are equivalent sets since each,has 3 elements
Cdr since 4e elements can be,shown in one-to one
correspondence.

Non-equivalent sets. (general)
(See 0100)

Non-equivaleni sets do not have-the same number of members
and cannot be paired in one-to-one correspondence.

/-

.E {El Oland { \412
)equiv ent sets.

'are not

Non-equivalent sets (one-to-many,correspondence)

Ex. If one nickel willsbuy 3 pieces of candy, then two
nickels will buy 6 pieces of candy,.etc.

idi6b [16h [161iI
. . ,

If the drawing one element. from the set of nickels is

matched with three elements from the set of pieces of
candy.

Equal sets (identical)

Equal sets have exactly the same memb rs. They Will then
have the,same number of members and a e therefore,also
equivalent.

Ex.{ /1}-mul{0 are equal sets

I '4

since the members or elements ar identical though
not shown in the same order.

.85

ti
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4040

-4060

4%4o7

Sets /

'Unequal sets

u1

Unequal sets do
though they may
which case they

Subsets

Ex. See 4010

not h ve identical members or elements
have the same number of elements in
are equivalent sets.

{ LI
(:) A t andfO 1 (D3-are unequal since

elements are not identical.

{1,2,3,4,5} and {12,3,4,5} are unequal.

(See 0250, 0540)

If each member of set B is a member of a set Ap,.we say that
B is a subset of A. ,

Ex. A = Set of all pupils, boys and girls, in the room

B = Set of all bof ys in the rogm

B is a Subset of ,A since all the boys belong to the set
of all the pupils.

.Ex. N = {2,4,6}. The subsets of N are {2}; {4}; {6}; {2,4};
{2,6}; {4,6 }; { }; {2,4,6}. The symba used to indi-
cate a subset Jac_ . BC A is read B is a subset of A.

Note: A subset may be removed from a set. See 0250.
A set may be partitioned into equivalent subsets
(See 0540) or non-equivalent subsets.

The empty set
(See 0020)

The empty set

. -students with

number of the
for the empty

set.

has no members or elements. The set of
four legs is an empty set. The cardinal
empty set is zero. 0,{ } is one s mbol
set. The empty s t is a subset f every

,

95 86



Sets

Disjoint s is

Dis oint sea are sets which have no elements in common.

Ex. A= -Co B "CL

An B= {

Ex. C =. {1,3,0} D = {7,4}

4 Crlp = or )a
4

LInion of sets .

(See 0120)

P{,

A and B are

disilOint,sets.

The union of two sets, denot d by the symbol is the set
of pll elements belonging t either of the two sets or to
both of them. Elements co n to both sets are not repeated
when naming the set union.

Intersection of sets

The intersection of or more setsk denoted bTthe'symboln, is the set of elements common to both or all sets.

Ex. If A * {1,3,5,7} and B = {5,7,9,11}'then A and B are
. ,intersecting sets.

Ar)B * {5,7}; read A intersection 4, is the set .{5,7}
'where.5 and 7 are the elements common to both sets.

Venn diagrams
(See 81)

N\

Venn diagrams dre diagrams which USe. overlapping or.inter-
secting circles to show relationships betWeen sets.

.Is

1



Sets

Ex. A

4100 Finite sets

A = {1,2,3,4,5}

B

B = {2,4,6,8,100,

B = {2,0 The shaded area shows the intersection.

Use 4097 only'if Venn diagrams are identified by the
authors.

For use of Venn

4
diagrams-inigogic, code 8135.ig$

Finite sets are sets whiph can be defined by founting, with,
the counting coming to an end. There is a whole number that
identifies--the number of members.

Ex. A = { ?,4,6} all the members are identified.

B= {2,4,6,...,20} is a finite set since all the members
can be identified by counting.

4110 Infinite sets

1

Infinite sets are those which cannot be named by counting,
with the counting coming to an end.

Ex. The set of 'natural numbers'is an
infinite set.

4

The three dots indicate that the set is infinite ana
that you may write other elements which continue the
pattern indefinitely.

4120 Universal set, difference and somglement .

A universal set is the set containing all elements under
consideration and is. usually designs d by U.

97 88 4.



Sets

Ex. U ='{all states in the U.S.}

A = {Iowa, Minnesota, New York) A is a subset of U.

The set difference of A and B (denoted by A/B or A -

is the set of elements that are in A but not in B.

Ex. A = {January, February, March)

B = {Mitch, April, May, June)

Ex.

A - B = {January, February)

B - A = {April, May, June)

.A, - B is represented by the shaded portion of the
diagram. I

If U is the universe under consideration, and A any subset
of U, then the set composed of all the elements of U that
are not in A is called the complement of A, and is usually
designated by A'.

Ex. If U,-tepresents all the pupils ina roam-and A repre7
_sents all the pupils with blue eyes, then the set
complement/of set A is Al or all the pupils who do
do not have blue eyes.

Solution sets and replacement sets 4125
(See 8170)

The set of elements which-when used to replace the variable(s)
in an open sentence make it a true sentence, or the set of all
numbers that are solutions for a number sentence, is called a
solution set.

89
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Sets

Ex. 3 x n > 60. The solution set for n, an integer, is
{21,22,23,}

If A = {xlx >5} in the universe of whole numbers, then
the solution set S = {6,7,8,.}

4160 Cartesian product sets (cross products)
(See 0390)

The Cartesian product of A and B is the set of all pairs
of elements from set A and set B such that the first-
element in the pair is from set A and the second from
set B. .

Ex. A = {x,y }, B = {1,2,3}. The product set is
{(x,1), (x,2), (x,3), (y,2), (y,3)). The
number of pairs in'the product set is the, cardinal
number of the Cartesian product. In this case it
is 6.-

Note: See 0390 for use with introduction of multiplication
of whole numbers.

99
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TOPIC IV:

Geometry

INTUITIVE CONCEPTS OF GEOMETRIC FIGURES AND IDEAS

Geometrlic figures in environment 5010

Shapes such as circles, squares and triangles become
familiar through pictures or objects seen in the room,
on trips, at home.

Notes -Use this code in introductory lessons on geonttric
figures if a variety of familiar shapes is used.

Geometric designs or patterns (sequences)

Ex. [2-0-0(:)-- ? ?

Continue the pattern.

Spatial relations without measurement (size, position, betweenness)

Ex. Mark an x on the larger ball.
Mark an x on the largest ball.
Mark an x above (below) the doll.
Hark an x to the left (right) of the doll.

5020

5030

Two dimensional figures (plane) 5040

Plane figures are two dimensional.

Ex. Some models of plane figures are the surfaces of floors,
Window panes and doors.

Three dimensional figures (solid) 5050

Figures in space are three dimensional.

Ex. Some models of three dimensional figures are a cereal
box, atin can and an ice cream cone.

91 10



5060

Geometry

Curves: simple, non-simplv,\closed, open
(See 5174)

.

'\

A simple curve can be without passing through any
point twice.

A closedcurve is undefined but
of points represented bya draw
the same point.

y be thought of as .a set
beginning and ending at

Line segments arefonside ed to be curves.

Ex. Pictures of curves:

r

At. simple, open

-

C. simple, open .

E. simple, closed

G. simple, closed

B. non-simple, closed

D. simple, open

F. non-simple, open

H. non-simple, open

A

ti



Geometry

Regions formed by simple closed curves

A mathematical region is a particular multipoint space set
in which any two points can be connected bya continuous
curve without passihg through any,point-which is not in the
particular multipoint space set.

A simple closed curve separates the plane into three sets
of points:

All points outside the curve (exterior region).
All points inside the curve (interior region).
All points of the curve itself (sometimes called
the boundary). 'The boundary has no points 10
common with either its interior or exterior regions.

A region is closed if it contains all of its boundary points.
A region is open if it contains none of its boundary points.
A region is neither open nor closed if it contains at least
one but not all of its boundary points.

5070- .

Simple closed itirfaces 5,075

A simple closed surface can be thought of as the spade counter-
part of a simple closed curve. r

Examples of simple closed surfaces are spheres, polyhedrods,
cylinders.

or
Representations of point, line, plane, space

A point is a concept which, like a number, exists only in
the mind. As a numeral represents a number, a dot (.)
represents a.point. The tip of a pen or the sharp end. of
,the lead in a pencil would suggest a point.

, 40 00" A line is a set of points extending
infinitely in opposite directions.

Ek. The intersections` of walls and a ceiling suggest lines
although they do not go an infinitely far.

#

A flat surface suggests a plane. The
set of piicAntsiinsa plane extends infinitely

f

93. lip)
f,(4

5080
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Geometry

x. Some thi gs in the room which suggest a plane are a
desk top floor, walls or any flat surface.

Space is the set of all points. I book, ball or box of
dominoes suggest space figures (three dimensional figures).

5081 Optical illusions

CONCEPTS OF GEOMETRIC FIGURES AND IDEAS EXPLORED IN DEPTH

5090 Point

A point is ,undefined. It has no measure. It is a zero
dimensional concept. The intersection of two lines is a
point. Between any two distinct points in space there
is always another: point.

5100 Line .

A line is undefined. It is a one dimensional concept. Its
measure is leggth. Everf.point on a line is between two
other points. For any two points there is only one line
which contains both of them. Two distinct lines intersect
in at most one point.

.1.5101 ,Line segment IN.
(See 56001)1

elt

A line segment is the union of two points on a line and all
the points on the line between them.-

'Ex. Pictures of line segments:

,A B

The line'segment consists of point A, point B and all
points between t em. A and B are called the endpoints
of the line set"- t.

A B

Note: A half op =n line segment is.the union of the

points bet een A and B:and(one of the endpoints.



Geometry

An open line segment is the set of all points
between two given points. (It does not contain
thegitien points.)

414110
A B

Ray 510

A ray is defined as an infinite set of points (a subset of
a line) with only Qnd endpoint.' A second point in the ray
helps to name it. A half-line may be thought 9f at a ray
without its endpoint.

A ray is the union of a half-line and an endpoint.

A B

Ex. This picture represents a ray.
(Note solid 'dot at A. )

A

Ex. This picture represents a half-
)

line. (Note open dot at A.)

Related lines: intersecting, parallel, skew, oblique, ...

Lines drawn through a coalmon point are called intersecting
lines.

Ex. 11 and 12 /re intersedting

lines th4ought 'point :P. ,

How many lines can inter-
sect 'at point P?

infinite dumber')

.

Parallel lines are lines in the same plane having no point6
An common. Their intersection i$ the empty set.

Ex." Two rails of a railroad track suggest parallel lines.

Skew lines are lines that have no point in common and do
not-lie in the same plane. ,

S

5105



5115

Geometry

Ex. A string stretched acroas,he floor and4a string
stretched by twd pupils at waist height so that it
is not parallel to the first string represent skew

lines.

Oblique lines are two lines 'in a plane which are neither
parallel horperpendicular.' They intersect to form pairs

of obtuse angles and pairs of acute angles'.

Ex.

Angles

,An angle is the union of two noncoilinear rays with a common

endpoiht.

Ex.

1 f tc--1

55
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GOmetry

Kinds of angles

A right angle is ail angle whose degree measure is 90;

Ex.

A

B

.. .

c
.

, .

An acute angle is an Angle witose degree measureid greater
than 0 and less than 90:'

k

An obtuse angle is o e whose degree Measure is, greater than
, ,

90 and less than 180.

Ex.

4: *A' '44#4
04* 4'"

J.

5125

Regions-formed by angles 5140

An anglq separates a p ane into three'distinct sets of
points:

. the Set 'of points etween the rays (interior region);,

the set of points f the angle (boundary).

the set of points n t between the rays and not on the
boundary (exterior gion).

A
1

4 r

97

1
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Geometry

Ex.

N

Code regions formed by open 2 urves here, except see 5510.
for regions formed by a line.

See also 5070, 5510.

5143 PlOes

Every plane contains at least three points not in a straight
line (not collinear). A plane is a surface such that a

Atraight line joining any two of its points lies entirely in
the surface. A plane is a flat surface. The intersection
of two planes lb a line. An unlimited number of^planes can
pasti through a line determined by two points. A plane figure
has two dimensions, length and width.

.Pplygons..(plane ftgures)

145 A. General properties stlf polygons

A polygon is a simple closed curve (see 5060) formed by the
union of line segments.

Use this code for the properties of polygons in general, such
as number of vertices,' number of diagonals or when more than
two types of polygons are considered in the same lesson.

5148 lb. Relationship of angles or sides of a polygon

Ex. The sum of the degree measure of the angles of a
triangle ig 180.

Ex. The. sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle
is greater than the length of the remaining side.



4

Geometry

Ex. The longest side of a triangle is oppodite the greatest
angle.

Note: The Pythagorean theorem and its use should be coded
5320 or 2770.

C. Triangles

See 5280 and 5290 for perimeter and area.

-.A trialgie is a polygon of three sides.

An equilateral triangle is a triangle whose three sides
are equal in length (or measure).

An isosceles triangle is a triangle with at least two
sides equal in measure.

- ,f *, 4.6 445,

A scalene triangle is a triangle with no two'sides equal
in measure.

5150

A right triangle is a trianglefha
degree measure is 90.

, -"
D. Quadrilaterals

Quadrilaterals are polygons having four sides.

A parallelogram is a quadrilateral with both pairs
-opposite sides parallel:

Ex.

5160

A rectangle is a parallelogram with one right angle (and
therefore with four right angles).

A square is a rectangle with two adjacent sides equal in
Oeasure (and therefore' with all four sides equal in measure).

L
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5170

0

Geometry .,

A rhombus isa parallelogram with two adjacent sides equal
in measure (and therefore with ali four sides equal in
measup).

.

Ex.

A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with one and only one pair of
parallel sides.

Ex.

r

E. Other polygons

A pentagon is a polygbn with fivesides.

4 hexagon is a polygon with six sides.

An oatn is a polygOn with eight sides.

1

5174 Topological concepts
(See 5060)

5180

4

Use this code for intensive work with curves, the Maius
strip, Euler's,rule for t1e edges, vertices and faces'of

,`simple closed surfajes and other topics-from topology.

Circles

A cirale is a,set of all points in a plane which are a given
distance (radiusfrom'a given point called the center of
the circle.

19,
00



Ex.

Geometry

All the points on the curve are equidistant from the
center C.

The radius, diameter, and a chord ckf a circlehave special
. ,

,
A

cirple4etermines three sets of points in the plane:
2,)f

interior and exterior regions and the circle itself,

Central angles cut off arcs and sectors of circles.

'See codes 5280 and 5290 for coding circumference and area
of circles.

ihree dimensigpal space I . 5183 2

kSpace is the set_of all points;

A closed three' dimensional figure separates space into three
sets of points:

All points outside the figure (exterior region).

All points inside the figure (interior region).

Thepoines of the figure- itself (boundary).

Ex. The interior region of a sphere is the union of its
' center point and all points whose distances from the

center poincard less than the radius. The exterior
'region is all'other points not on the surface of the
sphere:

.001
Three diinensional figures

A. General properties of three dimensional figuNs 5185
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Geometry

4

A

A polyhedron is the union of closed polygonal regions which
bound a portion of space.

The.polygonal regions are called faces.
The faces intersect in edges pine segments).
The edges inilarsect.in vertices (points).

Soie other three dimensional figures are cones, spheres,
cylinders and prisms.

Use this code if more than two types are considered in
the same lesson.

5186 B, Pyramid

Apyramid is a polyhedron formed by the union of a polygonal
regioh (called the base) and triangular regions (called the
lateral faces). If the base is a triangle, the pyramid is

-a triangular pyramid. If the base ts a square, the pyramid
is a square pyramid.

'triangular pyramid scare pyramid. 'hexagonal pyramid



C. Prism

-r

Geometry

2
A prism is a pOlyhegromeith. two faces (called bases) that

are-congruent polygonal regions in parallel planes and other
faced (called lateral faces) which are regions bounded by
parallelograMS.

If the lateral edges are perpendicular to the base, the
prism is called a right prism.

Prisms are named according to the number of sides in their
bases.

right triangular
prism

y- oblique triangular
prism

right
pentagonal prism

If all of the faces of a pr .ism are parallelograms, then it
is called a parallelepiped.

100k

61

.51.88
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Geometry

parallelepiped

If all of the faces of a prism aft rectangles, then it is
called a rectangular solid.

rectangular solid

If all of the faces Of-a prism are squares, then it is
called a cube.

tube

104 1 13
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Geometry

D. Cylinder 5191

ion of two congruent
es and the line

of 61e circles.

A circular cylinder is formed by th
circular regions (bases) in paralle
segments joining corresponding poin

If the line joining the centers of the
perpendicular to the bases, the cAinder
circular cylinder.

c rtular regions is
is called a right

right circular cylinder $ oblique circular cylinder

E. Cone.

A circular cope is the union of a'circular region (bast)
and all line segments joining a point (vertex) not in the
plane of the base to points on the circle.

If the line joining the vertex to the center of the base
it perpendicu40 to the plane of the.base, the cone is
called a right cone.

right circular done

105

-114

oblique circular cone

Mb.

5192
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Geometry

.5194. F. Sphere

A sphere is the set of allipoints in space that are a given
. distance (the radius) from a given point called the center.

1

5195 . Conic Sections: the ellipse, circle, parabola and hyperbo)a

Conic sections, or conics, are curves which can be formed
by the intersection of a plane and a right circular conical
surface.

A conical surface is of unlimited extent and has two parts
called nappes. Lines on the surface (such as AA') are
called elements. ,

The shape of a conic depends on the position of the pane
with respect to the elements on the'conical surface.

Ex. An ellipsealis formed by aplane whiCh intersects only
one nappe of the surface and cuts all of the elements.

4.
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'Geometry

2
One equation of an ellipse is: + gm 1 .

A circle can be regarded as a special case, of an'ellipse.'

One equation of a circle is: x2 + y2 la r2.

Ex. A parabola is formed when the plane is parallel to an
element.

One equation of a parabola is y2 = 2px.

Ex. A hyperbola is formed- when .the plane cuts both nappeo a
of the cone.

10%



Geometry

x2 Ii2
One equation of a hyperbola is:

a
- = 1.

. .

CONSTRUCTIONS

Only recognized geometric constructions will be coded 5210,,

5220 and'5230. Drawing geometric f1gurei will be coded
under 50

5210 A. Line ot4structions (one dimensional figures)

5220 B. 11W6 dimensional figures (plane figures)

5230 C. Three-dimensional figures (figure's in space)

4

METRIC GEOMETRY

Comparing,sizes, shapes, distances

5240 A. Congruency

Congruency is the property,of the gelation of two geometric
figures having the same size and shape.

Angles are Congtuen when their measures are equal.

jt fir, 108



''Two dimensional figures are congruent when their
corresponding sides and corresponding angles are
eqVal in measure.-

B. Symmetry

Geometry

A geometric configuration is said to have symmetry with
- respect to a point, a line or a plane when for every point
on the figure-there is another point such that the pair
corregiond with respect to the point, the line or the plan

Ex.

Ex.

Points A and B are symmetric to the origin, a point.

A

The ellipse ABCD is symmetric to the line AC and to
the line DB.

Transformations

Ex. Translations, rotations, reflectiOns and inversions are
examples of transformatipne.

D.' Similarity

Similar ieometric figures have the same shape, but not
necessarily thy same site.

0

109 138

.3

5245

.. 5248

5250
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Geometry

Similar Oolygons have the angles of one equal in
measure to the corresponding angles of the other
andthe measures of the corresponding sides in
proportion.

5255. E. Similarity: scale drawing
(See 8000)

In a scale drawing all distances are in the same ratio to
the corresponding distances on the original figure.

Measurement o emetric representations

5260 A. Line segments with ruler and/or compass or other measuring
device

(See 6030, 6032, 6060, 6065)

5270 B. Angles with. protractor and/or compass or other measuring
'device

5280 C. Pet-Meter or circumference of simple closed curves
0 . (See-50314-6032r

I'

5290 D. Area of plane figures
(See 6034, 6035) '

Include lessons finding surface areas of solids.

5300 E. 'Volume of solids
(See 6036, 6037)

4-f

5310 F. Surface area of solids

For materials coded with previous lists, see 5290.

5320 G. The Pythagorean theorem and. the distande between two points

The Pythagorean theorem: given a right triangle, the
square of length of the hypotenuse .(side opposite the
right angle) thequal to the sum of the squares of the
lengths of the other two sides.

4
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Geometry

Ex. Given the right triangle ARC (right angle at C)

Ex.

Ex.

12

132 = 122 + 52

169 = 144. + 25

}iii iiiiI
A 5 , 10

Find the 'distance from A to C

P 48m..

Find the distance from P to R

Ex. -Find the distance between the
are (5,6) and (11,14).

If the emphasis of the lesson
code 1770.

points whose coordinates

is on irrational numbers,



Geomdtry

'OPERATIONS um GEOMETRIC FIORE'S

.$410 Union

5426

.4.

Union' - See 4093

Ex. The union of six planes rectangular regions forms a
rectangular solid.

Intersettion

. Intersection - See 4095 0

The faces of a rectangular solid intersect in line segments.
The base and the conical surface of a right circular cone,'
intersect `in a circle.

OTHER TOPICS

5510 Separation of sets of points-
.

. n...
.% See 5070 for bepazationlof points of a plane by a curve.%

See 5140 for separation of points of a plane by an angle.
- --

. ,
. A point separates a line into three distinct sets of

...
,,1 points:, two, half -lines and the point itself:

Ex.

,P
P

B

The point P separates the line AB into three distinct
sets of points: the half-line PB, the half-line PA
and the point P.

The not tion for the half-line PB is PB.

1

The of for the half-line PA is PA.



A

ti

-Geometry

A point is zero dimensional and it separates'a line
which is one dimensional.

A line separates a plane into three distinct sets of points:
two half-planes and,the line itself.

Ex.

'"

The line .AB separates the plane m into three distinct
.

sets of points: the set of points on the line AB, the
set of points on the P side of line AB and 'the set of
points on the Q side of line AB.

The notation sometimes used for the half-plane is as
follows:

denotes theABItpll
side of the line.AC.

9

......-denotes the N" side of the line AB.
AB

The line is one dimensional and` it separates a plane
which is two dimensional.

See 5183 for separation of points of space by a three
dimensional figure.

A plane separates space into three distinct sets of points:
the two half-spaces and the plane itself.

Ex.

S

Is

41

4.
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Geometry

Rhe plane m separates'space into three distinct sets
, .of points: the half-space on the P side of plane
m, the half - space. on-the Q side of plane m and tfie
plane m.

The plane is two dimensional and it separates space
which is three dimensional.

Locus of ,points

Locus of points is any set of points which satisfy one or
mdre conditions.'

Ex. The locus of points in a plane equidistant from a
fixed point is a circle.

Conditions:
gr

Points lie in a plane.

There.is a fixed point P.
All points in the locus must be equidistant from P.

5600 Geometric notation .

'Use thii code for lessons stressing reading and writing
geometric notation.

ti

5700 Vectors

v'

Ex. Line segment AB is written AB.

4-1110

Line AB is written AB.

Triangle with vertices A,B,C is named A ABC.

A vector is a directed line segment. The vector that begins
at point A and ends at,point B may be written AB. The vector
that begins at point B and end6 at point A may be written BA.

114

1
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5-A

- #B a.

A

1 1 1 1 1

v 5

AB is the vector from (1,5),to (2,2).

BSA is the vector from (2,2) to (1,5).

: . Geometry
.

,Non-Eodliddan geometria . 5800

A non-Euclideanseometry is (l a mmetry which rejects
Euclid'A parallelpostulate and retails the Other postulates,
(2)'Any Oometry not based on Euclid's postulates.

,,

4

J.°

4.:

I.

4

*#



TOPIC V

Measurement

a

Meaning of measurement (direct, indirect)

fti

To measure means to compare an object withsome suitable
unit.

,Ex. Length is measured by a lineai unit such as an inch,
a yard or a centimetre. Area is measured by a square
unit such as a square foot, a square metre or an acre.
Weight is measured by a gravitational unit such as a
pouhd or kilogram.

6001 Approximate nature'of measurement

No measurement is e xact. If you are measuring a line
segment your measurement will be effected by the width
of the dots at the endpqints, the angle at which you
see the'Athes on your ruler, worn. edges of yohr ruler
and so on.

15002 Significant digits

In a measurement, significant digits are those digits
needed to name the number of units.

No. of
Nearest No. Significant

Measurement Unit of Units Digits

Ex. 506 in. inch 506 3

ten inches 51 2.
hundred inches 5 1

Ex. 2.83 ft. teet 3 1
tenthg of a foot 28 2

hundredths of a
t. foot 283 3

45
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Measurement .

No. of
Nearest No. Significant

Measurement Unit of Units Digits

Ex. 608,000 mi. thousand miles 608- 3

Ex. .0079 cm. thousandths of
a centimetre

6

1

In scientific notation, all digits in the multiplier of the
power of ten are significant.

:Ex. 2:080 x 103 has four significant digits.'

Precision

The smaller the unit of measure. the greater the precision.
4See 6005.

If the unit of measure is inch and something is measured
to the nearest inch, the precision of the measurement is
1/2 inch. 7

6003

Round-off error 6004

The greatest possible round-off error is equal to half the
place value of the digit to which we are rounding.

Ex. Wemaight know that the population of a city is 238,469.
Fof simplicity we might round this number to 238,000.
The difference between 238,469 or 238,000 or 469 is
called the round-off error.

Ex. Rounding to tenths:

37.24 = 37.2

Actual round-off error: 37.24 - 37.2 = 0.04

Greatest possible round-off error: h x 0.1 = 0.05

The greatest possible error 6005



. Measurement

In any measurement the greatest possible error is 15 the
smallest division (unit) used on the measuring instrument.

Ex. The greatest possible error in measuring 5 inches with
a ruler marked to half inches is 14 lad&

.6006 , Relative error

The relative error of a measurement is the ratio Of the
greatest possible error to the measure.

Ex. The distance between two cities is 500 miles (to the
, nearest hundred miles): What is the relative error?

6009

Measurement 500 miles
Units of measure 100 miles
Greatest possible error 50 miles (half of the unit)

Relative error
5500A

or 10%
"

:OM OF MASON<

. Historical development of units of measure

A. Non-standard units such as foot% cubit, furlong leading to
the standard English system

6010 . B. Metric units

Linear units of measure
(See 6060, 6065)

6028 A. Non-Standard

6030 B. English units for yards or less
(See 5260, 5280)

6032 C. Metric units for metres or less
(See 5260, 5280)

tra

4
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tMeasurement

Square units of measure in English And non-standard units
(See 5290)

Square linits of measure in the metric system.
(See 5290) c

6034

6035

Cubic units of measure in the English and non-standard systems 6036
(See 5300)

Cubic units of measure in the metric system
(See 5300)

r.

Other concepts of measurement and Appropriate units

Ex. Decii401, light ye r calorie, kilowatt, degreefi
latitude and longi et miles per hdur, etc.

6037

Money .6040

441

Time 6050

Distance in English units for lengths longer an a yard
(See 5260)

Distance in metric units for. lengths longe thin a metre 6065

See 5260 for measurement of line s gments.

Liquids in English and non-standard uni s 6070

Liquids in metric units

Temperature: Fahrenheit and Celsi (centigrade)

6075

6080
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6100

6110

6120

6180

z

Measurement

Weight in English and non-standird units

Weight In metric units

Dry measures

Quantity (dozen, gross, etc.)

Operations related-to denominate numbers

Ex.

Ex.

Conversion
nongeometri

Ex.

3 hr. 10 min.'
+ 2 hr. 50 min.

6 hr.

Code 1120 and 6050.

6 lb. 10 oz.
4 lb. 15 oz.

1 lb. 11 oz.

Code 6120 and 6090.

to other standard units, measuring several kinds of
c quantities

In one lesson:

10 pecks 11 2 bushels 2 pecks.

90 minutes 172 1 hour 30 minutes

15 quarts 711 3 gallons 3 quarts

1?9
'120



Measurement

Note: If conversion is being developed with one kind of

nongeometric quantity only, code under the quantity.

Ex. 21 days 2 3 weeks .

120 minutes 2 2 hours'

24' months g 2 years

3 days g 72 hpurs

etc. .Code 6050.

'Several concepts of measurement in the same lesson

a

6140
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TOPIC VI:

Number Pattiams and Relationships'

T.

ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY

7000 Odd and even numbers
(See 0080)

7010

I

Even numbers are the integers divisible by 2.

E a (..., -4, -2, 0, +2, +4,...}

Odd numbers are integers not in the set of even numbers.

0 s= +1, +3,- +5,...)

(See also 7055) .

Factors and primes

In anY.staremp such as 5 x 8 40, 5 and 8 are called
factors.

7020

A prime number id a e number that has only two integral
factors, itself and 1.

Ex. 2,3,5,7,11,13,... The number 1 is usually excluded
as a prime since it has only one factor.

General comppSite numbers

rc

A composite number is a whole number which has more th two
factors, itself and 1. A natural number greater than which .

is not a prine.number is a composite number.

Ex. 12 is a composite number since its factors are 1,
4, 6 and 12.

2

t



Number Patterns and Relationships

ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY

Special composite number;

A perfect number is an integer which is equal to the sum of
all of its factors excluding itself.

Ex. 6 = 1 + 2 + 3; 28" = 1 + 2 +.4 + +-14

Relative* prime numbers have no factor except unity in
common.

L

Ex. 8 = 1 x 2 x 2 x 2

9 = 1 x 3 x 3

Both 8 and 9 are composite numbers but they are
relativelylprime to each'other.

Ex. 3 and 5 are relatively prime.

Numbers are amicable numbers if the sum ofthe factors of
each number (excluding itself) equals the other nuttier.

Ex. 220 and 284

The factors of 220 are 1,2,4,5,10,13420,22,44,55,110;
their sum is 284.

The factors of 284 are 1,2,4,71,142; their sum is 220.

7030

Greatest common factor 7050,

The greatest number which is a factor of each of two or
more natural numbers is their greatest common factor.
This number is also called the greatest common divisor.

Ex. '4 is the CCF of 8 and 12.

Euclidean algorithm 7051

The Euclidean algorithm is a method of finding the greatest
common factor of two numbers.

See 7050

5
1231.J
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Number Patterns'and-Relationships

ELEMENTARY NUMBER THEORY

'The 'larger number is divided by the smaller. The divisor
is divided by the new remainder. The process 'is continued
until the remainder is zero. The final division is the'
greatest common factor.

,

_
- .

Ex. Find the GCF of 368 and 80 -'

4

80)368 R 48

1

48)80 32

1

32)48 R 16

16)32 cR 0-

The GCF of 368 and 80 is 16.

7055 Multiples '

p(See 0080)

ft

'I'-
4

tt

Muttipigs of a nuMbeitHere number d (products) obtained bY,
multiplying N by integers. 7.,c.

Ex. 10, 35, 125 'and 5000 are multiples of 5.
.

E. Thesit of multiples of 2 is
f..., 42, 'O,' 2, 4, 6,...)

7060 - Least \common multiple
(See 1200, 1300)

1,
.

4

.

The least common multi:pie (also lowest common denominator,
LCD, of fradtions) of0,-wo, or more natural numbers is the

least natural number exactly divisible by all of the numbers:

Ex. The LCM of 4, l'0-and 12 'is 60.

as
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Number Patterns anri Relationships

a.

EIMENTA&NUMBER THEORY

Unique factorization (prime factorization)

Unique factoriiStion 'or compldte.facturization occurs when
the number iss xpressed as the product of its prime fit;ors.

1
,, Ex. 3'),( '= 12 shOws 3 and- 4 as factoisof :2 but the

axpression,3 x 2 x 24F-,12 ShoWs factorization... ,

. . ..,,
J

Rules for.divisiOlity ..

1. . .

All evennumbere can be divided exactly by 2.

1 --All numbers rePreseUted'by'numdrals ending in 0 or 5' are. ...

exactlydivisibld ky,5., , ,

, AllnuMiaers'rdpresented, by numerals ending in 0 are exactly
divisibly bey 41. `'\ .

Tf the SuMoUlthe numbers named by the digits in a base'10
,numeral is exa4ly divisible by 3 then the number is

. .

divisible by 3,

Ex. 288 .s.:divisible by 3+ since the sum 2 + 4 + 8 or' 18
is divisible by'3.

,

Proofi 2 x(100) + 8 x (10) + 8 7

(99)+ 1) + 8 x (9 *:1) + 8 =- 2 x:

, 2 x 09 + 2 + 8 x 9 + 8 +.8

(2 x 99),+, (8 x 9) 4'2 + 8 +-8 = 288

'Ilirelirst two terms aid 4iVisibld by 3; then
the ',Number ig-divisible'by.3 if (2 + 8 + 8)
is divisibie.by 31. ,

Rules for divisibility by:406,Uoid-9 are often mused,
a'so.

,

frgIfigle. S*0E-kir AND PATTERNS

Geftekal number sequences and patterns

V

.1.25

1

"

7070

70§0

7082
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Number ratterris and Relationships

HOMER SEQUENCES'AND PATTERNS
414

NuMimr.sequendes.are numbers given in some.,order, usually
scdording-to apattern., .
Ex.. 1,i,2,3,3,4,5,5,6, Ex. ,3,2',4,3',5,4,6,5,

Ex. 30,3,8,15,24,- Vic.
et

. t

7090 .ArithmetiC progressions -

. (See, 0075, 0080)

',An arithmetic progression is a sequence of numbers each
. differing from the preceding:number by a fixed,amount.4
q .... . '3

Ex. 3,6,9,12.,tle constant difference is 3;

Ex. 8,6,4,2,the constant'difference:la -2.

Use code 7090 when arithmetic progressions,sre so
called by the authors. For skip Counting in primary
grades use code ooso.

.7100 Geometric progress ions
-

.

7110

.

geometriC progression is 'a sequende oimumberd each of '
which differs from the preceding number by'a constant factor.

4

MX. 343,9,27,the constant- factor is 3.

Ex. 32,16,8,4,2,1,1/2,4,;the constant: factor
A

Triangular.ifiumberS .

.

A triangular number-is the cardinal number cif a, set of dots
used in making triangular arrays beginning with one 4dt and
continuing with rows of 2,3,4,..4 dots.

Ex. Using the top two rows of the diagram, 3 is seen to be
a triangular number. Using the top three rows 6 is
seen to be such a number.
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Number Patterns and Relationships

NUMBER SEQUENCES AND PATTERNS

Square numbers

Square numbers are the cardinal numbers of square arrays.

Ex.

4 and 9 are such square numbers.

, 71?0

Factorial numbers 7130,

Factorial numbers are numberssypbolized by n! or la to
indicate the product of a series of consecutive positive
integers from 1 to the given number..

.4.

Ex. 3! = 1:x 2 x 3 = 6

31 is read "factorial three." It may ale° be read as
"three factorial."

Other special sequences

)

Ex. Fibonacci numbers are numbers in the sequence
. Each number beginning with

the third is obtained by finding the sum of the
two preceding numbers. Leonardo Fibonacci was'.
'a mathematicit of the 13th CentUry who wrote
treatises on e theory of numbers. ,His name
was attapheil tope above sequence.

t

t

7150

Pythagorean triple's 7155
(See 5320)

A Pythagorean triple is a,triple of whole numbers which
can be:the lengths of the sides, of a right triangle.

Ex. 3,4,5,4 since 32 + 42 .. 52

Ex.' 5,12,13 since 52 + 122 = 132

1
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Number Patterns and Relationships

NUMBER SEQUENCES AND PATTERNS' I

/

'7160
Other special patterns (including short cuts)

Code with an operation if possible.

4

Ex. To multiply by 25 quickly, multiply by- 100 and divide

0by tr(actuall;7 multiplying by 140, another name for 25).
4

Ex.
nI1

452 = (40 + 5) x (40 + 5)
.= (40 x40) + (10 x 40) + (5 x 5y
= (50 x 40) + 25 = 2025

Using the short cut
452 = (5 x 4) x 100 + 25 or 2025

Code 7160 and 0700 (raising to powers'and finding roots).

Ex. 15 x 15 = 225

35 x 35 = 1225
65 x 65 = 4225

75 x 75 = 5625
95 x'95 = 9025
45 x 45 = 2?25
85 x 85 =

There is an easy way to find the product when .a number
is",multiplied by itself if the numeral for the number
has a 5 in the ones place. Gan you see the pattern?

Let t = tens' digif
Let 5:= ones' digit

(t + 1)-x t x 100 + (5 x 5) = N.

Ex, Since 3 +.7 = 10,: then 13.+ 7 =
Since 8 + 7 = 15, then.18 + 7 = ?
Since 8 + 9 = 17, then 18+ 9 = ?
SinCe,9 + 6 = 15, then 19 +..6 = 7.

Since 4 + 9 = 13, then 14.+'9 = ?

128
f-c?/
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,,NUMBER SEQUENCES AND PATTERNS

If

1

Number Patterns and Relationships

. In this figure there are lines. The heavy line
intersects each' of the other liftei in ? pOint(s).

Does each line intersect every other line in the same
'umber of points? ,

To'find the greatest number 9£ kntsof intersection
aet rmined bite lines, mUltiply th number Of lines,.?,
by he number of points of intersection on etidh line,

...., and then divide by 2: There are 1-252, or 1- points..
2

,
Try this *ith.5lines, 6 lines, 3 lines, n

,

fl

ONO



TOPIC VU:

Other Topics

Ratio and proportion

A. Ratio
. (See 525).

4

A ratio is a comparison of two n ers by division.
. .

A. ratio is a fractional number ed to compare the
`cardinal numbers of two

t

disjo

f het A to set B 381..Ex. The ratio

sets..

- 00(700

The Patio is
1

a ,coipirison between two quantities which have,
the same dimensions, etpressed in the same it. ' .

E. Larry has 4 books and John has .7 books. Th/ ratio of

Larry's books to John's' is 4 to 7 or

5

Y.

A ratio of 1 to 2 can be represented y any member of

the set' 7-4

1
*, - It 'be-expressed as4 4, 0

/ 11 to
'2

'2, 1:2.

A statement which shows that two ratios are equal is called
a proportion. ,

2
Ex. 3 2 x

Ex. 3 - /"-

130 139



Other Topics

B. Direct and inverse Isciation. 8001

, .,

Whenever' the, quotient of two variables is a constant, we s,
say tat they vary directly.

4/ .

1An e*ample of direct variation:, 4= 7 or d= 7r.
1

1

'l

1

Ii4epievet the product of two variables is a constant, we
say that they vary inversely.

An example of inverse variation: r x m = 560 or r = 560

560
' r

The constant is called the constant of variation.
r

C. Proportion (intluding rate pairs)

A rate is a comparison between two uantities having
different dimensions such as miles er hour. /

Ex. If one candy bar costs 6C, 2 "aady bars cost ?C:

'Note: Most verbal problems using ltiplication involve
the concept of rate.,

8002

See 4035
t

Per cent

A. Meaning and vocabulary
(See 3035)

1.

B. Developed through use ratios. 800i

C. Developed through use of equations 8006

D. Developed through use of the formula p b x r (percentage equals 8007
base times rate) /

r .



Other Topics

-

8008

Ex. What is 8% of 62?

62 b (base)
.08 r irate)

4.96 p (percentage)

E. Computation related to per'dent

Gfaphs
(See 8050) I

Th
8020 A. Solution sets Of equalities.aiJd inequalities on the dumber

line

8030

Ex. 3 x0 6 The solution set is {2 }.

The number line shows

4 1/.
\

I

0 1 2 3 4 6

Graph the inequality 3 xr-] <1 110 if the universal set
is the set of whole numbers. The solution set by dots

1/

is (0,1,2,3). The number li e-graph is shown. .

4 tillf
0 1 2 3 4 5

B. Ordered pairs on a coordinate plane

4

Over 300 years ag Descartes envisioned a plane (surface),
on which pairs of numbers were used to locate points. - This
plane is called t e Cartesian or coordinate plane. Ordinary,
graph paper illus rates such a plane. The pairs of pointp
are ordered so th t the first number represents the horidontal
or x distance and the second numbei gepresents the vertical. or'
y distance.

9

Ex. The x and y axes .drawn on the plihe may be 'considered
as tv,o number lines with the Otpoint at their inter-
section. The ordered pair (-20) locates 11 point 2 .

units to the left cif the 0 point and 3
A
'nxiitii'above it.

4



Ex.

Y

2,3)

0
1

(24,-*\4

X

Other Topics

se 8030 to code the mechanics of graphing ordered pairs.

C. So ution sets of equalities and inequalities on a coordinate
plane

Ex. Equaiity {(I4y)ly = 2x}

/ -1 -2
0 0
1 2

2' 4
3 6
.

Fri
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et

Other Topics
Y

1

(2,4

(0,05

X

Find ordered pairs like those given. Plot them on the
coordinate plane. Connect the points. A straight line
will result.

'The coordinates (npnbeis comprising the ordered pair)
of any point on the line serve ap a solution set for
the given equation, or equality.

'

Ex.
%

Inequalities {(x,y)Ixa2,.y<2
e-

6.

111121104
wow Amer..
entaffirowans.
AIM= 111,"

rolIFAMILM: ,

ArazonspAkin
4

0,

134 143 NN



Other Topics

Since x = 2 is not part of the graph, that line is
dotted. For the same reason the line y ='2 is dotted.
Where the two sets of arrows cross each other we have
an area extendifig indefinitely to the right and,down-
ward, The coordinates of any point in this area serve
.as a solution set for the given inequality..

D. Slope, intercept, etc.

The slope of a lineis the ratio of the,rise to the run.

2The slope of the line is -IT=
1

If the lineintersects the y-axis at (0,b), b is called the
y-intercept.

In the example above, the y-intercept is 2.

If the line intersects the x-axis at (a,0), a is called the
x-intercept.

In the example above, the x-intercept is -4.

In an equation written in the form y = mx b, m is the slope
and b is the y-intercept.

32Ex. y at x + 9

The slo 2s3

. The y-intercept is 9.

14

8042
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'Other Topics

Descriptive statistics

8050 A. Frequency tables, charts, graphs (bar, tine, circle, dot,
`picture/ etc.)

8070

B. Measures of central tendency: average, mean, mode, median

Thearithtetic mean of a sequence of numbers is an average
and, is found.by dividing the sum of-the numbers by the
number of items.in the sequence.

Ex. The.A.M. of 4,8,10 and 16 is (4 + 8 + 10 + 16) 4.

The mode of a sequence of numbers is the number or category
that occurs most often.

The median of a sequence of numbers is the middle score in
the sequence after the scores have been arranged from lowest
to highest or highest to lowest. The median of the scores
5,6,8;12,18,20 and 24 is 12.

The median of scores 4,5,6,8,11,12,18,24 is assumed to be
the sum of the two middle terms 8 and 11. 15 (8 + 11) = 915.

C. Measures of variability: range, quartiles, percentiles,
average deviation,, standard deviation

The' range of a.sequenceof numbers is the interval between
the least and the greatest of a set of quantities:

Ex. The range of tfte,series 1,3,7,10115 is 15 -,1 or 14.

The first quartile Q1 is the point below .which lie 25% of
the Sabres.

'The third quartile Q3 is the point below which lie 75% of
the Scores.

The 20th percentile is the point below which lie 20% of
the scores.

The 50th percentile is the point below which lie 50% of
the scores.

I

13145



Other Topics
The' average deviation is the arithmetic. mean of the
devi4tiops ofall the separate measures from the
arithmetic mean. It is found by using the formula

Elx1

N

The absolute value of the s the deviations divided bythe number of deviations is the av age or mean deviation.

The standard deviation for =grouped data is found by usingthe formuAa

where x is the deviation of each score from the mean, Ex4 isthe sum of the deviations squared, N is the number of terms. '

Permutations and combinations

I

Each different arrangement or, ordered set of objects is apermutation of those objects. ,

' Ex. List the permutations of 2, 3 and 4 using all three
digits.

r ,

Answer: 234, 243, 324, 342, 423, 432

Ex. Imagine that there are three empty seats in a bus' and
two,people get on. In how many .ways can they
seats?,

Answer: 6

A combination is a setr collection of objects in no
particular order.

Ex. Howmany committees of three members Can'be.formed fromthree people?

Answer: 1

. .

-Ex. Three people, A, B and C, enter a room. Each_hands with the others. -Row many handshakes?

Answer: 3

141'



Oyler Topics

Probability

A. Intuitive concepts

If several events are equally likely to happen., the chance
'(probability) that a given event will happen is the ratio'
of the favorable possibilities to the total, possibilities.

The probability that a3 will show on one toss of a die is -

1
diily,one 3 can appear, Any of'six numerals may appear.

B. Formal concepts
,

Ex: A bag contains five marbles. On ten draws ydu got
a green marble ten times. What do you estimate the
Chance of drawing a green marble? a red marble?

Ex. There are 30 marbles in a bag.. If five are-green,
12 are blue and three are red, what is the chance of
drawing a blue one?

Other mathematical Systems (finite'or infinite)

A. Modular arithmetic (clock arithmetic)

Modular arithmetic is hewed upon a set of finite numbers.
aft

Ex. e usual clockface has only 12 numbers.-- Hence, in
that number system tie may write 8 + 5 1. A movement
of the hand 5 spaces beyond 8 brings the hand to 1.

4lote: Use of thenlotk to teach the' base 10 system of
,numeration is'coded 3050. Jelling time is coded
6050. Use this code for finite mathematical..systems
only.

B. Without numbers.

Letters or geometric figures may be used.

e/e



Lcigi c

A: Reasoning

I

Othei Topics

*r

'Logic may be described roughly as the study of necessary
inferences or compelling conclqsions.

Ex. Answer yes or no. Nary ha two dimes. Ant has two
nickels. Mary and.Ann have the same amount, ofloney..

8, Logic in depth
.(See 4097)

-

Use this code forwork stressing syllogisms, truth 'tables,
Venn diagrams (wheal used in logic), .t. .

Ex. .Drew-,a conclusion frath the folldwiag:

Mary is at'school, then Susie is at Flow.

..(2) If Sivie te at home,. then. the hirdHissiagiag,

(3) Mary `is at school..
rr

Ex. Draw a Vennrdiagram for the, following:

(1) All rectangles are parallelograms.

(2) All squares are, rectangles.

(3) Therefore all squares are parallelograms.

snb

8135;



8140

Other Topics

Relations-and functions

A relation is often defined as s.set of ordered pairs..
Thus ((Mary, John), (Harry, Sue), (1,2), (8,6), (a,b)}
is a relation even though the elements appear to be
selected at random. However, the selection of members

, of the set is usually made on the basis of some meaningful
relationship.

Ex. Suppose.it is knaWn that John is 4 years old, Harry is
6 and Mary is 7, and the relationship "is older-than"
is given.

Thus the relation is ((Mary, Harry), (Mary, John),
(Harry, John)).

The graph of this relation:

- John

Hairy

Mary

Y
^

X

Ex. The pairs of real numbers that make y2 x a true
statement farm a relation that can be written as
{4x,Y)Iy2 * X):

Some of the, members of this set are (0,0), (1,1),
(1,-1)., (4,2).

149
140



The graph of this relation:

Other Topics

Ex. A set of ofdered pairs may be formed with the first
/

number being John's age and the second his weight in /
poUnds on his birthday:

ti

{(10,70), (11,75)., (12,89), (13,100))

The graPti of thisf,relation:

:

Example 3 differs significantly from examples 1 and 2.
In example 3, only one point is graphed above,(or below)
one location on the x-axis, Whereas in the other two
examples, more than one point appears above (or below)
the sane point on the x-axis. Relations such as that
given in example 3 are single- valued. relations and are
called functions.



.8145, :

Other Topics,

A function is a relation such that for each first value
there is one and only one second value.

Ex. {(1,2), {8,3), (7,3)}

Ex. t(1,2), (8,5), (7,5), (4,3)}

Ex. {,(r,c)Ic = ?mi}, where r-> 0

This code 'is to be used for definitions of, and for graphing.
for,the purpose of illustrating the meaning of, the terms,
relation and function.

D'Ornal and range

41 The domain of a relation (or function) is the set of first
members of each pair.

The range of a relation (or function) is the set of second
members of each pair.

Ex. Given the relation {(6,5), (8,7), (2,6)},

The domain is: {2,6,8}

The range is: {5,6,7}

8150 Es,ti mati on

(See 3100)
c

An approximate (estimated) answer to a problem can often be
found by using rounded numbers and mental Computation.

Ex. The sum oe. 428, 365 and 215 is'approxinately

400 + 400 + 200 = 1000

428
365

+ 215'

1008 4- actual sum

151
142
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Ex. Estimate the. area of each region.

Irk 1 Ill 111

MOM
IIMIZEIL

IIMPIMEN
16

Mii
JIM (

311111.151

IT .

f
!.

'Ex. Estimate the length of each object foithe nearest
half inch. *

0

a

ier

f

143 15:2

;

40'
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Other Topics

8160 Properties of relations
(See 8140)

1

t

Suppose a set of pletents and some rule for pair ng them are
given and a set of ordered pairs (a relation) ie formed. If

the given rule permits every element to be pal. with itself,
the relation is said to be reflexive.

Ex. Given the set of whole,numbers and the r4l.e is equal to
Since every number is,equal to itself, the relation
formed is reflexive. qua

-1( '

)

/f a and b are any two elements and if a can/be paired with/
b then b Can also be paired with a, the relEttion is said to
be symmetric., .

Ex. .iven the rule is the sister of and two girls, Alice
and Mary, who have the same parents. The relation is
{(Alice, Mary), (Mary, Alice ). Since AILice is the
sister of Mary, andsMary is al the silter of Alice,
the relation is symmetric.

If a, b and Ore any 3 elements of a set and if a can be
paired with b Ind b can be paired with a, then 5.-eFr-be---

00 paired with a, the relation is sgid to be transi.tive:.
,

Given the children in a classroom.and the rule is
taller than. The elation so defined is transitive c
since if Mary is ller than Harry and Harry is
taller then,John, then Mary is taller than John.

,

. If numbers are pafied with the rule is equal to, their"

relation formed isreflexive, symmetric and transitive.

,., Ex. If people are paired according to the rule is taller

./' . . than, the relatio formed is transitive but it is not
-reflexive (since person cannot be taller than him-
self) and it is tot symmetric (because if Ann is
taller than Betty, Betty cannot be taller than Ann).

I
1

1 %

8170 4* Mathematical sentences
(See 4125)

4

144153



Ji
An arrangempnt of symbols indicating that a relationship
exists between two or more thingi. The sentence contains 1

atlleast two symbols for numbers, points, sets or the like
and a relation symbol,. The most ommon relation symbols
are =, > and <.

.

Ex. symb81: 'relation
for thing sypbol

Equations: 2 + x m

3 y =

Inequalities: 2 >

1

/ o

x
,

/
Y

<

symbol
for thing

3

18

1

7.

3 + 5 4 10

Other: AB CD

s.{1,2} c. {1,2,3,4}

Kinds of
Sentences Open'Sentence Statement

y = 13 + 11 = 13

9'= 36 '4 9 36

301 24 6 x 5 > 24

Developmental work with problem-solving may be classified
undet code 8170. Problem-solving (application) should be
coded under the operation involved.

at

Application of mathematics to othet subjects

"Iletextbook analysis, use only with at,least one other, code.

Flow chkrts

'If a flow chart shows instructions ,fora non- mathematical
process, code 8190.

1

145 154

8180

8190



-4/

If a flow chart shows instructions for a mathematical
process, code 8190 and at least ovie other code.

8200 History of mathematits

8220

Use this code for biographies of mathematicians and other
historical materials. For historical mathematics, code the
mathematical concept.

Ex. "The Greek mathematician Eratosthenes, who lived over
2000 years ago, invented away of sifting out the,
prime numbers from the other natural numbers." Code 8200

COde actual work with the sieve of Eratosthenes 7010.

Trigonometry

A. \Tefinition of trigonometric ratios

Use this code for the definitions of trigonometric ratios
and for directapplications of the definitions.

Ex.

,Givthe value of sin A. Answer: A
5

8230 'B. Numerical, trigonometry

or.

Ex. A right triangle has an-acute angle with a measuremen
o1 770 The length of the leg opposite the 77- degree
angle is 36 cm. Find the length of the hypotenuse t4
the nearest centimeter: /7

1/

14f6:)
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ALdEP

//Bas c concepts. .

r

.

Zeyo, the identity element for addition.
(Sed'0170, 1180, 2090).

B. One,, the identity element for multipl4cation
(See 0440, 1400, 2200)

f 4

C. The distributive property
(See 0430,' 0575, 1390)

Equations or inequalities
1

A. Linear in one variable

Ex. Finl each solution set:

n + 4 = 6

6k = 24

9y> 36

4(x-5).= x +

4, 3y 175 < 200

For graphs, see 8020

. Other Topics

8502

8505

/ 8510

B. Linear in two or more variables
A 8515

(See8040)

Ex, The sum of two numbers x and y is 13. The difference
between x and y is 5. What are the numbers?

C. Quadratic:in one variable 8520
(See'8040)

4
Ex. Name he two solutations of x2 +'4x =

A

A



8590

Ex. Solve ,(x 4)x - 1) = 0 and x. 4.

Order of operations

Ex. Which is larger, a or b?

4

a = 5 + (4 ic 2)

b = (5 +A) x2

Answer: a = 5 + 8 = 13

b 9 x 2 = 18.

b > a

Ex. Find the value of 5 + 4 x 2.

Answer: 13

Other Topics

When no symbolsare used, the rule is to do operations in
the following order:

.
1

first,ppwers and roots
l'

second, multiplication.and di;ision

third, addition and Aubtraction.

.
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General review

TOPIC VIII:

$ummari*

Review codes are to be used only if the authpr states (in
teacher text or pupil text) that this pater*al is MAW.
In most cases, the word review will be used, but there
may/be an equivalent expression such'as maintenance of
skills.

Use code 9000 if more than two mathematical content
topics are presented in a single review lasson'and
one or two items of content cannot be identified as
of major importance.

Sets supplementary pages at the end of a book are
code 9000 for general review.or 9020 through 9111
fortspecific review unless these pageiare intended
for practice prior-to mastery.

Test

REVIEWS

1
9000

9010

Properties of and basic operations with whole numbers ,9020

Properti s of an asic operations with fractional.numbel 9030

Properties pf basic operations with integers 9040
, /

Numeration
,
i

, 9050
.

. -

7
,j,t'Sets

Geometry

158

149

9060

9070



Summaries

REVIEWS.

9080 Measurement

9090 Witierpatterns and relationships

9101 Ratio and proportion

9102 Per cent

9103 11 'Graphs

/9104 Statistics

9105

9106

9107

9108

Protability

Finite mathematical systems

Logic

Relations and functions

/ 9109 Estimation

9110 Properties of relations

9111

4

ft

Mithematical sentences (equations)

-trim when specifically being revielod.

kathematical. sentences (equations) will be used with many
topics and especially with problem solving. The lessons
are then codec cording to the topic being studied.

159

150

0'



Algebra

APPENDIXES AND GENERAL INFORMATION

tibliography, - student.

4
Bibliography- teacher

Games

Glossary

Index - student text

Index - teacher text

Introduction - foreward
preface
notes to teacher
philosophy and series development
information about authors

Mathematics text for teacher inservice material

Overview of Program.- Grade Level (survey)-.

Overview of Program - Scope and Sequence Chart

Table of Contents

Tables: Measures, etc.

Title Page, Covers, Notes, General

Vocabulary-(no directmathematical knowledge needed)

15160

Summaries

a

9112

. 9810

9820

9830

9840

9850

'9860

9870

9880

989d

9900

99'10

920

9930

9981



INDEX

Absolute value, 2040, 2535
Addition
basic concepts see

associativity
binary operation
closure

commutativity
computation

common fraction notation, 1190,
1200

complex numbers, 2920
decimal fraction notation, 1210
integers, 2110
rational numbers, 2610.
real numbers,'2830
whole numbers, 0190-0231

development
fractional numbers
numbAr line, 1130 .

plate` solid regipns, 1140
union of disjoint sets, 1120

,, integers

number line, 2053 L
.,

physical world situaticins,,2055
whole numbers
number line, 0130

union of disjoint sets', 0120
elementary facts, 0190
one, role of, 0180
zero, the identity element
algebra, 8502

fractional numbers, 1180
integers, 2090
whole numbers, 0170

Additive inverse, 2100
Algebra, 8502-8590
Algorithms

uclidean, 7051

istorical, 0230, 0331, 0521, 0671
Angles ^

definition, 5115
'kinds, 5125
measurement, 5270
:.regions formed by, 5140

App4cations of mathematics, 8180

f

rA proximation, rational, 2760 .

ea, 5290
rays

fractional numbers

multiplication, 1340.
whole numbers

division,0555
multiplication, 0360

Associativity
addition

fractional numb:xs, 1170
integers, 2080

whole numbers, 0160
division

fractional numbers, 1530
integers, 2260

.whole 0600
ation

fractipdal numbers, 1380
integers, 2210
whole numbers, 0420

subtraction

fractional numbers, 1280
integers, 2160
whole numbers, 0290

Average, 8060,

Betweenness, 5030
Binary operation
addition ez.

fractional numbers, 1110
integers, 2050

whole numbers, 0110
division

tractional numbers, 1450
integers, 2240-.,
wh le numbers,,0530-

multi lication,

frac tonal numbers, 1320
integers, 2180

whole numbers, 0340
subtraction

fractional numbers, 1220
integers, 2120 I'
whole numbers, 0240

Cardinal numbers
eyond ten, 0035

o e through ten, 0030

1 61
153

e



INDgX (ddt)tinuecb,

zero, 0020

Cartesian product seta
cross products, 4160

Multiplication developed,. 0390
Circle

, circles, 5180
. ,

conic section, as a, 5195
lOcus of points', 5520

Circumference, 5280
Clock arithmetic, 8100 ..

Closure

addition

fractional numbers, 1150
integers, 2060

whole numbers, 0140
divi ion

fractionel numbers, 1500
integers, 2260
whole numbers, 0600

multiplication.
fractional numbers, 1360
integers, 2190
whole numbers, 0400

subtraction

fraciional-numbers,.-128
integers, 2150

Whole numbers, 090
Combination's and permutat
Commutativity

addition

fractional numbe ;s, 1160
integers, 2070
whole numbers, 0150

division
fractional numbers, 1536.
iptegers,'2260

whole numbers, 0600
multiplication

fractional numbers, 1370
integers, 2200

'wbole numbers,_ 0410
subtraCtion

,-kractionalfnumbers, nag
integers, 2160

hole numtiers., 0290
.Completeness, 270'
Complex numbers-

computation,2910
development, 2920

ons)c 8075

t

Composite numbers
general, 7020

special, 7030
Qomputation

'complex numbers, 2910
other number systems: see the

,operation
Cone, 5192"

Conic sections, 5195
CogrUencY, 5240 _

Constructions'

line (one dimensional), 5210

two. dimensional (plane figures), 5220
three dimensional (space figures),

5230. .

Conversirrof units, 6130
Cooidinate plane
oordered pairs, 8030
solution sets, 8046i,

Counting

backward, rote, etc., 0090
cardinal number, 0060
fractional number, 1080
ordinal counting, 0070
skip'couneing, 0,080

Counting numLers
see" Natuxel. numbers

qross'products, 4160
Curves

area1.5290

circumference, 528
i depth; 5174

tuitive concepts 5060
p rimeter, 5280
re ions formed by, 070

Cyli der, 5191

Decimal fractions
addition, 1210 \

.-division, 1550,

multiplication

common ,fraction notation, 1430
decimal fractiori notation, 1440

,repeating decimals,"3033
subtraction, 1310
terminating decimals, '300.

Density; 1100,, 2780 '

Difference ofsets, 4120'



VN

1

Digits, Significant, 6002
Directed numbers, 2040
Disjoint sets, 4090
Distance

...see Measurement, linear units
between two points, 5320

Distributivity
algebra, 8505 '

fractional numbers, 1390
integers, 2225

whole numbers, 0430, 0575
Divisibility rules, 7080
Divisiob
basic concepts: see

associativity
binary operation
clOsure

commutativity
computation

common fraction notation, 1540
decimal fraction notatibn, 1550
exponential fort 0670
integers, 2270
multiples of ten, 1555

. powers of ten, 1555
'r tional numbers, 2640
r al numbers, 2860 .

wh le numbers,, 0610-0670

development
fractional numbers
number line, 1470
plane and solid regions, 1480
successive subtraction, 1460

integers

number line, 2243
physical world situations, 2245

whole numbers
arr$'s, 0555

equivalent sets, 0540
number line, 0560'
successive subtraction, 0550

, elementary facts, 0610
inverse of multiplication'

fractional numbers, 1490
integers, 2250
wholb numbers, 0570

\None, role of

fractional numbers, 1510
integers, 2255

INDEX (continued)

'whole numbers, 0580
zero

fractional numbers,1520
whole numbers, 0590

Domain, 8145
Dry measures, 6100

e, 2810
Ellipse, 5195
Empty set, 4070
Equal

numbers

see Ordering
sets, 4037

'Equalities, graphin
number line, 8020
coordinate plgne, 8040.

Equations

algebra, 8510, 8515, 8520
mathematical sentences, 8170

Equivalent

notation
see Notation '

sets, 4010
Error

0

greatest possible, 6005
round off, 6004

'relative; 6006

EstimatiOn, 8150

Euclidean algorithm, 1051.
Exponent, 0520 ,

Exponential form
division, 0670
multiplication, ozp
notation, 3120

Factorizatibm, prime,s7070
Factors

and primes, 7010
exponential form, 0520
greatest common,-7050

Finite sets, 4100 /

Flow: charts, 8190

Fraction, unit, 1095, 1421

Fractional numbers, 1000-1620
counting, 1080
definition, 1000

A
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density, 1100
development

arrays, 1010
.basic operations, 1005

number line, 1020
'other ways, 1035
'plane and solid regions, 1030

subsets, 1010
equality, definition, 1060
notation: see.Notation I

operations

see the operation
oper ions, sequential, 1560
order ng,'1090
rela ionshiA to whole numbers, 1040

\, Functions, 8140

Geometry, 5010-5800
designs, 5020
environment, 5010
non-Euclidean, 5800
notation, 5600
position, 5030
see also individual topics

,Graphs
on a coordinate plane, 8030, 8040
on a number line, 8020
statistical; 8050

Greatest common factor, 7050

,Historical development

notation, 3150, 3153, 3158
number concepts, 3140
units of measure
metric, 6010 -

non-standard, 6009
History, 8200
Hyperbola, 5195

Identity element

addition,

algebra, 8502
fractional numbers, 1180

integers, 2090
whole ndmbers, 0170

multiplication

OA,

algebra, 3

fractional numbers, 1400
1ntegers, 2220

whole numbers, 0440 .

Inequalities
algebra, 8510, 8515, 8520
mathematical sentences,' 8170
number line, 4020 .

coordinate plane, 8040
see also Ordering

Infinite pets, 41101 Iv.,

Integers, 2000-23204
absolute value, 2040 4
definition, 2000
'developed from

number line, 2010
physical world' situations, 2020

directed numbers, 2040
operations

see under the operation
ordering, 2030
relationship to natural numbers, 2730

Intercept, 8042
Intersection

of geometric figures, 5420
of sets, 4095

Inverse
additive, 2100
multiplicative, 1420
operations

see Subtraction; Division
Irrational numbers
construction, 2770
developthent, 2750

rational approximation, 2760
Special, 2810
see also Real numbers'

Latitude, 6038
Least common multiple,, 7060
Linear units

see Measurement
Lines

construction,, 5210

definition *5106
intersecting; 5105
'measurement; 5260

pblique, 5105

164
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/parallel, 5105
representation of, 5080'
skew, 5/05

Line segment, 5101
measurement, 5260
notation, 5600

Liquids
se Measurement

Locus; 55204
Logic

in depth,' 8135

reasoning, 8130

1.

Mathematical sentences (equations)',
8170

Mathematical systems
clock arithmetic, 8100
modular arithmetic,. 8100
number systems

see the skstemi e,g. Integers
other, 8120
withOut numbers, 8110

,Mean, 8060
Measurement, 6000r6146
'approximate'nature, '6001

6130,.
cubic units .'

,English., 6034

metric, 0037
non-standard, 6034

'dry measures, 4100 '

istoriCal development*
English, 6069,1
Imetric, 6010

%non -standard,_6009

liquids ',

English, 6070'
'Metric, 6075

, ,nonTAtandardi '6070'

lineer utiiffia

4nglish, (6030, SOP
metric, 6032; 6065'

'..non-stendard, 6028
meeting of, 6000,
money, 6040 .

operations related to4denomingfe.
nFmteri, 612G '

other units, 6038

5 I"

e,

k#

1,`

1

INDEX (continued)

If

precision, 6003

quantity (dozen', gross, etc.),
6110

square unies
Englash',,694
metric, t0'35

non-standard, 6034 .1 ,'"

temperature, 6n30,

time, 605b,
-Weight

'English, 6090
metric,, 6095

non-standard, 6090
'Measures of central tendency, 80600
Measures Of Variability

see'Statistios
Median, 8060
1We, 8060.
Modular ar4hmetic,'8100
Money; '6040 .

Multipiet

d&finit1ln,'7055
leaSi%common, 7060

Multiplication
basic concepts: see
Assogiativity
biniry operation

. closure

coinmutatiVity(
computation

common fraction-notation, 1430
decimal fraction notation, 1440
integers, 2230

. multiplesl$ ten, 1441 '

, powers of tent 1441

rational numbers', 2630
real numbers, 2850
whole numberet'O460-0522

development
'integers

number' line;.2183*-

phisicat Wprlds situations,
2185

,

r

fractional numbere .

addltiorcdf,equal fractions;'
133Q'

. -
ar aysi 1340 .,...

nil ber,l'ine, 1345.
,

)plAne'ind Solid' regions; 1350
.
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INDEX (continued)

sets, 1340,
elementary facts, 0460
multiplicative inverse, 142
one, the identity elemen
/ algebra, 8503 lot

fractional numbers, 14001
integers, 2220 "
whole numbers, 0440 i

whole numbers .14

arrays, 0360

Cartesian product sets, 0390
number line, 0 70

.repeated addit on, 0380
union of equiv lent' sets, 0390

zero

fractional numbers

whole numbers, '045
1410

N Eural nilmbers,'2720,1 2730

definition, 2720 ,

, relation to other sets of numbejs,

Y ' 2730 ., i

Non-Euclidean geometry, 5800
/ I1on- negatip e,ratiarks---, 4

see ac ional numbers
Notati

commas 305Q
common' fraction, 3020

dedimal fraction
. repeating, 3033

.terminating, 3030_
placevalue, 3110

expanded

fractional numbers, 3015
non -depinial systems: 31,03

whole humbers,, 3010
.:exponential, 3120
'geometric, 5600

. historical systems,

see Historical dev
mixed numeral, 3025

//other names for a number,
other number bases, 3160
per cent, 3035
reading nbmitials, 3050'

scientific, 3130
writing numerals, 3050

pe also Place kalue

pment

b.

r

3040

cardinal

beyond ten, 0035
one through ten,
zero, 0020

cc)gaposite

ederal, 7020
pecial, 7030

decimal
see Decimal numbers

!1iirected,'2040
even, 7000

factorial, 7130
fractional

see Fractional
integers
,pep Integers

natural

numbers

fee Natural numbers
negative rationale.

see Negative rationalsi

non-negative ratTonals
see Fractional numbers

odd, 7000
ordinal
cos tin ,0070

sense, .0040

,,square, 7120
triangular, 7110
whole

see Whole n
-%

rs

'Number bases, of

3160-3171f" zAl
Number line 1.
completeness,.22.901
graphs, 8020
one-to-one cQrrespondenc

0050

see alto Operations, developme t \
and Number systems, deveft neat

Number patterns, 7000, 7160
Numbeloystems

seeltomplex,numbers, Fractiona
numbers (nontnegative rational
numbers),,Integers, Natural.
, numbers, Rational numbers, Real
'numbers, Whole numbers.

Numeral

difference between number and"
numeral, 3000

. reading and writing, 3050

4
C



otion

One, role of
see the operation

One-to ne correspon ence
in co nting, 0060
numbe line, 0050
sets, 4010

Obligee lines, 5105
Operations

order of, 11590

related to dew" t 6120
se uential

ractional numb , 1560
nai numpe , 2650

real n er,s, 80

whole numbecs, 0680, 0690
with geametrieVigures
intersection, 5420

7

union, 5410
with sets

complement, 4120

difference, 4126
intersection, 40 5
union, 4095

see at8o Addition,Division,

Multiplication; Subtraction
Optical illusions, 5081
Ordered pairs, 8030
Ordering

A .fractional numbers, 1090.
integers, 2030

I

rational numbers, 2540
whole numbers, 0100

Ordinal

counting, 0070
number sense, 0040 '

Parabola, 5195 '

'Parallel lines, 5103 ''
Per cent

computation? 8008
development
equations, 8006 w.
formula, 8007
ratios, 8005

mOning and vocabulary, '8004
notation, 3035

INCIED((confinued).

,------Zerimeter,.,5280

Permutations, 8075
Pi, 2810
Place value

.

base ten

decimal fractions, 3110
one digit numerals, 3060

!

three or more digit numara, 3080
two'digit nvmerals,'30d

histoical systems,, 3150
number bases other than ten, 3160 --

Planes, 5143
representation o , 5080
_see also Graphs

Point, 5090
representation f, 5080
see also Graphs,

Polygons, I/

general properti s', 5145

c

other 5170
c

see also Triangl s and Quadrilaterals
Powers, raising,toi 0700, 2870
Powers of ten t.

as a factor, 0515
division. by, 0667 ;

see also Notation
Precision 6003 '

Prime fac orizaion, 70
Prime num er4 7010
Prism, 5188
Probability, 8080, 8082 .
Progression I.

arithmetie.,/7090
geometric, 100

Properties o operations
rational numbers, 2545
other number systems: see 'the

property
Proportion,,' 8000

Pyramid,i5/86 ,_

Pythagoreah Thebrem, 2770, 5320
P gore4 Triples, 7155

Quadirilaterals, 5160

Quantity (dozen, gross, etc.), 6110
4'

dft

Range

relations and functions, 8145

t11.0159
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14101Dig nued)

statistics, 8070

Rate pa s, 8002

`Ratio

and proportion, 8000
use in.per cent, 8005

Rational numbers, 2520-2660
absolute value, 2535

computation 2

Beg the operation
d inition, 2520'
development, 2530
nonnegative

dee Fractional numbers

ordering,' 2540

properties, 2545,
relationship to natural numbers,

2730

i Ray, 5160
Real numbers,. 2750-2880

computation
see the operation

density, 2780
development, 2750
properties, 2800

Reciprocal, 1420
Regions
formed by angles, 5140
formed by curves, 5070
Ilse in development of operations

see the operation
Relations

and functions, 8140
properties of, 8160

--*RelatOe error, 6006
Replactient sets, 4125

Roman um als, 3150
Roundiiig hers, 3100
Round off error, 608.4

Roots, fi ding, 0700',, 2870

Scale dr 5255
Soientif notation, 3130!

Separatio of sets of poihts, 5510

Sequences
arithme ic, 7090
geometr c, 7100'
increasing by one,007,5.

special! 7150
Setjuential operations' ,

0-

r

see Operations, sequential t

`Sets, 3994 -4160 f
Cartesian product (cross product),

4160

complement, 4120
descrntion, 3994
difference, 4120

disjoint, 4090
elements, 4000
empty, 4070
tqual, 4037
equivalent, /ma
finite, 4100
infinite, 411Q 4r

intersection, 4095
bers, oqo
rtequivalent

.general, 4030 s

one-to-many correspondence, 4035
one-to-ond correspondence, 4010
replacement, 4125
solution, 4125
subsets, 4060
use In development of,operation'a

see the operation
unequal, 4040
union, 4093
universal, 4120

use in development of operations
see the operatiori

Venn diagrams, 4097 %11(

Significant digits, 6412\

Similarity
scale drawing, 5255
similarity, 5250

Skip counting
see Counting

Slope, 8042
Solution sets r.
and replacement sets, 4125
graphing, 8020, 8040

Space. ,

representation of, 5080

three dimensional, 5183,
Spatial'relations, 5030
Sphere, 5194

Statistics
charts, 8050

i.
frequendy tables, 8050

graphs, 8050

16°
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measures of central tendency, 8060

measures of variability, 8070
Subsets
see Sets

Subtraction
basic concepts: see
associativity
binary operation
closure

cammutativity
computation

common fractipn notation,
1290, 13007

decimal fraction notation,
1310

integers, 2170
rational numbers, 2620
real numbers, 2840
whole numbers, 0310-0331

development

fractional numbers

number line, 1240
plane or solid regions, 1250
subsets, 1230

integer's

number line, 2053
physical world situations, 2055

whole numbers

number line, 0260
separating action, 0250
subsets, 0250

elementaiy facts, 0310
inverse of addition

fradtiOnal numbers, 1260
, integers, 2130

whole numbers, 0270
one, role of, 0300
zero, role of

fractional numbers, 1270
integers, 2140
whole numbers, 0280

Surfaces
ea, 5310

simple, closed,,5075
Symmetry, 5245

Tables
addition, 0231
matiplication, 0522

INDEX (continued)

Temperature, 6080

Three dimensioVal figureS
construction, 5230

gendral pr9perties, 51 5
intuitive concepts, 50 0

see also' the figure
Time, 6050
Topology, 5174
Transformations, 5248
Triangles

definition, 5150
kinds, 5150
area, 5290

Trichotomy, 0101, 1098
Trigonometry, 8220, 8230
Two dimensional figures

construction, 5220A
intuitive concepts, 5040
see also the figure.

Union

geometric figures, 5410
sets, 4093
use of in develo ent of operations:

see the ope ion
Unit fraction, 109 , 1421
Units of measure

see Measurement

Universal set, 412

Variation, diredt and inverse, 001
Vectors, 5700
Venn diagrams

logic, 8135
sets, 4097

Volume, 5300

Weight

see Measurement

Whole numbers, 0010-0720
counting
see Counting

computation
see the opervtion

definition, 0100
developing number sense

see Cardinal; Ordinal
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114 EX (continued)

Operations f
see the *ration

ordering, 0100

relationship to fractional numbers, 1040
relationship to natural numbers, 2730

Zero

cardinal dhmber, 0020
see also Addition, Division,

Multiplication, Subtraction

162 ,k ;


